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ABSTRACT
This dissertation describes a Modeling Time- 
Optimal Controller which uses state variable feedback 
to carry out a time-optimal setpoint change, for 
systems that can be described by a second-order lag 
plus dead time model, without prior knowledge of the 
uns teady-state model parameters. A steady-state model 
of the system is required. In addition, the parameters 
of a second-order lag plus dead time model describing 
the system can be obtained as a by-product of the 
setpoint change. The controller is easily tuned and is 
relatively insensitive to changes in the process 
dynamics. It can be implemented with either analog 
or digital components. An analog version would allow 
the time-optimal control of processes not having a 
digital computer available. It has been demonstrated 
on both analog and digital computers in controlling 
and modeling linear second-order overdamped and 
underdamped systems, linear third- and fourth-order 
systems with dead time, and a highly nonlinear 
exothermic continuous stirred-tank reactor with dead
Reproduced with perm ission o f the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout permission.
time. All demonstrations are of computer simulated 
systems.
Correlations, in the time domain, are 
presented which may be used with a second-order lag 
plus dead time model of the system to determine the 
switching times for time-optimal setpoint changes.
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INTRODUCTION
The time-optimal control problem is basically one 
of determining the control law that will drive a process 
from an initial state to a specified final state in 
minimum time. From optimal control theory we know that 
the optimum control action will be "on-off" or "bang- 
bang" control (1). Figure I-l illustrates the temperature 
response of a system to the three control actions which 
are shown in Figure 1-2; a simple step change, a PID 
controller tuned to minimize the integral of the absolute 
error, and time-optimal control. The data below show that 
the 5% settling time of the time-optimal trajectory is 
much shorter than for the other two trajectories.
Approximate 5% 
Settling Time
PID Controller 79 minutes
Simple Step 61 minutes
Time-Optimal Controller 24 minutes
For time-optimal control, full heating is applied at 
time t=0, a switch to full cooling is made at t^, and a






20.00 %0.00 TIME. MINUTES0.00 60.00 80.00 00.00
FIGURE I-l. System Responses.








'o.oo 20,00 «10.00 TIME. MINUTESGO. 00 80.00 00.00
FIGURE 1-2. Control Actions.
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switch to conventional setpoint control is made at t^.
The problem is to determine the times at which to make the 
switches, t^ and t2 . Time-optimal control can be "open- 
loop" or "programmed" which uses precomputed switching 
times or it can be "closed-loop" or "feedback" which 
uses state variables to compute the switching times after 
the setpoint change has started.
The system in Figures I-l and 1-2 can be 
represented in the time domain by the differential 
equation:
+ .1667 ^  + .00667T - .00667M (I-l)
with 5 minutes delay time. In Figure I-l, Temperature =
140. + 25T. The system can be represented in the Laplace 
domain by the transfer function:
e - 5 s
■ TTS's * l)(10s * 1)
Throughout this work we often refer to control with M=2 
or M=3, etc. M-2 implies that the initial forcing function,
for the time-optimal control of Equation I-l, is 
(.0066 7)(M) where M«+2. After t^, M equals -2. At 
M»+2, the system would line out at T-+2 if the initial 
forcing function were applied until the system reached
Reproduced with perm ission o f the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout permission.
5
steady-state. The initial value of M is sometimes 
referred to as and the value of M after tj as M 2 .
We have restricted this research to the case of Mi=-M2=M. 
The extension of this work to other ratios of to M£ 
should be straightforward.
In attempting to apply time-optimal control to a 
process, we encounter two rather formidable obstacles:
(1) An unsteady-state mathematical model of the 
system is required, and
(2) a nonlinear multi-point boundary-value 
problem, with unspecified final time, must usually be 
solved in order to determine the switching times.
If a second-order lag plus dead time model is 
used, the equations can be solved analytically and the 
multi-point boundary-value problem can be avoided (2); 
however, an unsteady-state model of the system is still 
required.
A major accomplishment of the research described 
herein is the invention of a feedback controller that 
carries out the time-optimal control of second-order 
systems and suboptimal* control of higher-order systems
*Suboptimal control, as used here, means that the 
controller will switch only once between the extremes of 
the manipulated variable. True time-optimal control for 
linear systems requires n-1 switches between extremes, where 
n is the order of the system (1). Throughout this work 
the term "time-optimal" is used in a generic sense to 
include true time-optimal, suboptimal, and other "bang- 
bang" controls which approximate true time-optimal control.
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which can be approximated by second-order lag plus dead 
time models, without prior knowledge of unsteady-state 
model parameters. A steady-state model of the system is 
required. The higher-order systems are controlled as if 
they were second-order systems with dead time.
In addition, the controller provides the para­
meters of a second-order plus dead time model of the 
system as a by-product of a time-optimal setpoint change. 
This model closely approximates the step responses as 
well as the trajectories and switching times of the 
process during time-optimal control.
Since the Modeling Time-Optimal Controller does 
not require an unsteady-state model of the process, it 
could be particularly useful in controlling processes in 
which the equations describing the system are subject to 
change. An analog version of the controller would also 
allow time-optimal control of processes not having a 
digital computer available.
The controller was implemented on both the IBM 
360/65 digital computer and the EAI 680 Analog (Parallel 
Hybrid) Computer. A detailed analog flowplan may be 
found in Appendix F; detailed digital computer programs 
in Appendices G and H. All of these programs are large 
due to process simulation and the number of options 
included. Implementation of either the analog or digital
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version of the controller itself is simple and does not 
require a large computer. The XDS Sigma 5 digital 
computer was used to calculate analog computer pot 
settings and amplifier gains and to set the pots on 
the analog computer. The hybrid computer program used 
to do this is included in Appendix F.
All demonstrations are of computer simulated 
systems. No attempt was made to control experimental 
equipment.
All plots were drawn by a Calcomp Plotter. The 
computer program used to make the plots may be found 
in Appendix I .
All digital computer programs are written in 
Fortran IV.
Chapter II discusses briefly the two methods 
used to solve the time-optimal control problem; the 
quasi linearization algorithm (3, 4, 5, 6), and a phase 
plane technique (2, 7, 8). The origin of the dimension­
less groups tl ^  and (t2 -ti) ^  is given. These 
groups are key variables in the correlations used in 
later chapters with the Modeling Time-Optimal Controller.
In Chapter III we discuss correlations in the 
time domain that can be used for the open-loop time- 
optimal control of systems where the parameters of a 
second-order plus dead time model describing the system
Reproduced w ith perm ission o f the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout permission.
are known. The correlations are demonstrated on under- 
damped and overdamped second-order systems without dead 
time and a third-order overdamped system with dead time. 
The frequency domain correlations presented by Latour (9) 
are limited to use with overdamped systems.
Chapter IV describes a Modeling Time-Optimal 
controller which uses state variable feedback to carry 
out a time-optimal setpoint change without prior know­
ledge of unsteady-State model parameters. In addition, 
the parameters of a second-order lag plus dead time model 
describing the system can be obtained as a by-product 
of the setpoint change. The time-optimal control and 
modeling of underdamped and overdamped second-order 
systems is demonstrated.
Latour, et al. (10) and Douglas and Denn (11) 
describe feedback time-optimal controllers, however, 
they both rely on a predetermined model of the system. 
Javinsky and Kadlec (12) compared the time-optimal 
control of an experimental laboratory sized reactor with 
the time-optimal control of an analog computer 
simulation of the reactor. Overall agreement was found 
to be good, however most differences that they observed 
were attributed to uncertainties in the model parameters.
In Chapter V the demonstration of the Modeling 
Time-Optimal Controller is extended to third- and fourth- 
order systems with dead time. The controllers
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insensitivity to changes in process dynamics is 
demonstrated. A simple analog configuration is shown.
In Chapter VI the Modeling Time-Optimal 
Controller is used to control the highly nonlinear 
continuous stirred-tank reactor which was studied by 
Koppel (2) and Latour, et al. (7). This reactor is a 
modified version of the reactor studied by Aris and 
Amundson (13) and by Grethlein and Lapidus (14).
Throughout the work we switched to the new 
steady-state forcing function at t2, instead of using 
a more complicated control action, in order to avoid 
confounding the results of the "bang-bang" control.
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Nomenclature
G (s) Transfer Function
M, Forcing Function Multipliers
n Order of the system
t Time
ti Time of switch between extremes of the
manipulated variable
t2 Time of switch to conventional setpoint
control
T, To, Tf Controlled variable; initial value, final
value
X Fraction of change completed; X =
Reproduced with perm ission o f the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout permission.
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CHAPTER II
DETERMINATION OF OPTIMUM SWITCHING TIMES
The two methods used to determine optimum switching 
times are discussed briefly below. The quasilinearization 
algorithm (1, 2, 3) solves the multi-point boundary-value 
problem directly and can be used for nonlinear systems 
and systems of higher than second-order. The phase plane 
technique (4, 5, 6) avoids the boundary-value problem 
and is simpler; however, it is limited to linear systems 
of second-order. The quasilinearization algorithm was 
used initially and led directly to the key correlations 
discussed in Chapter IV. The phase plane technique was 
used to fill in data for systems where the switching 
times were changing very rapidly and the quas il ineari zation 
algorithm had difficulty in converging.
A. Quasilinearization
Let us consider a linear second-order differential 
equation;
0  ♦ »1 g  " »2 * " "(t)
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This equation can be put into dimensionless form by 
letting t = Bit, A - and
Here Bi, B 2 , and A are constants and is the control
law to be determined. We define X so that at t=0.,
X=0., and at t=t2 , X=1.
Using Pontryagin's Minimum Principle (7, 8 , 9), 
it is possible to obtain the following set of equations* 
which, when solved simultaneously, will specify the 
switching times for time-optimal controls
dX dXi
ii - i T  = =̂1 '
dXl
dt
If we define the vector 3T ■ [Xi X 2 Xi ^2]^ then we have 
the following boundary conditions:
These equations are derived in Appendix B.




free ■' S '
free





Note that there are six variables in this set of 
equations: Xi, X 2 , Xj, X2 , ti, t2 -
The generalized Newton-Raphson or quasilineariza­
tion algorithm with a modification to take care of the 
unknown switching times, was used to solve this multi­
point boundary-value problem. In the presentation below, 
the generalized algorithm (quasilinearization) and the 
familiar Newton-Raphson procedure for determining the 
root of an equation are compared.
Newton-Raphson 
See Figure I I I
^iXn+l) - f(Xn)dfHx:
|Xn Xji+i - 
This is usually seen in the 
form:




since the extrapolation is 






where J is the Jacobian 
Matrix and the subscripts 
n and n+1 represent 
iterations. The problem is 
solved at each value of t, 
the extrapolation being 
from the value at one
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dfSlope = 3t
f(Xn)
0.20 0.30 O.UO 0.50
Xn+1 Xn
FIGURE II-1. Newton-Raphson Procedure.
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3rd Iteration
00 0.60 0.80 00TIME
FIGURE 11-2. Quasilinearization.
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I^n+i - Xn| < e, a small 
number. For our purposes 
we will express it as
f(3<n+l)**CX„)+gj
iteration to the value at the 
next iteration.
Expanding for fi:
V l  \  3X
3fl
■(Xi -Xi ) 
lY n+1 n
Repeat until
P n +1 - < E, a small
In our case T = X therefore
^n+1 = X + Jx (^n+1 -
In order to take care of the unspecified 
switching times, we make the following substitutions, as 
suggested by Long (10):
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t = C5S for 0 £  S £ 1
t = C5 + C6 (S-1) for 1 £ S £ 2
Our time-optimal equations II-1 then become:
 ̂ "^5^2 ■ * C5ÏÏ
(II-3)
dX2
as" " ‘^5^1 ^ ^5^2
for the interval 0 £ S £  1. During the interval 1 £ S £ 2, 
the optimal equations become:
^
HST “ "^6^2 ■ + CgU
(II-4)
dXi
dS~ '  C6AX2
dX?
ag- • "^6^1 * ^6^2
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The unknowns C5 and are incorporated into the 
algorithm so that now we redefine X:
X * [Xi X2 Xi X2 C5 Côl'̂
Since C5 and are constant with respect to time and
vary only from one iteration to the next, C5 = C5 = 0. 
The integration is from 8 = 0  to S = 2. The first
switch ti occurs at S = 1 and t2 occurs at S = 2. When
the quasilinearization algorithm converges: 
tl = C5 
t2 = ti + Ce 
For our case. Equation II-2 becomes:
Xl Xl 0 C5 0 0 X 2 0
jl2 ĵ 2 -C5A -Cs 0 0 {-X2 -AXJ
Xl Xl 0 0 0 C5A
V+u 1
AX 2 0
X2 X2 0 0 -Cs Cs -X1+X2 0
cs Cs 0 0 0 0 0 0











for the interval 0 £ S ^ 1. During the interval I 5.S ^ 2 
we have a similar set of equations with Cg replacing C 5 .
Since these equations are linear, the general 
solution can be written as the sum of one particular 
and six homogeneous solutions. At each value of t.
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* V l ’'
where S is a vector of constants, %p is the particular 
solution and Xpj is a 6 x 6 matrix containing the 
homogeneous solutions. We solved Equation I1-5, using 
a fourth-order Runga-Kutta routine, with arbitrary initial 
conditions to obtain the particular and homogeneous 
solutions. We know the value of at six points
from the boundary conditions, therefore we can form a 
set of six algebraic equations and solve for the only 
unknowns, the six values of X. Knowing X we can 
calculate the entire trajectory for from Equation II-6 .
We continue until
V +1 ' V  < E, a small number.
The computer program and a flowplan of the 
algorithm can be found in Appendix D. Since the 
algorithm is capable of handling nonlinear systems, 
provisions are included in the program for two switches 
between extremes of the manipulated variable. The 
program is written for the nonlinear system:
^  ^  + AX + AiX* - U
dt* dt
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however it could be easily modified to handle other 
systems. Since we allow for the possibility of two 
switches, there are seven homogeneous solutions, 
three switching times (ti, tz, ts), and three unknowns 
CC5 , C6 , C7) . The integration is from 8 = 0 to S = 3. 
Since time-optimum control of linear second-order systems 
requires only one switch between extremes of the 
manipulated variable, the algorithm in each case 
found tl = t2 , i.e., there was no change in the value 
of X between S = 1 and S » 2. Figures II-3 and II-4 
are exaggerated illustrations showing trajectories in 
the S (modified-time) domain and time domains 
respectively.
It should be noted that, at convergence, the 
slope of the trajectory in Figure II-3 at S = 1" is:
dX dX
d':/C5 Cs § *1 3Î
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00 0 .6 0 l.ZO 1 .6 0 3 .0 0S(T)
FIGURE II-3. Quasi linearization in the Modified Time 
Domain.





15.0000 3.00 6.00 00 1 2 .0 0TIME
FIGURIi II-4. Quasilinearization in the Time Domain.
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The two dimensionless groups tj ^  and ^
will be key variables in the correlations used with 
the Modeling Time-Optimal Controller which is described 
in Chapter IV.
For the time-optimal control equations, a fairly 
close first approximation of the trajectory of each 
state variable is required in order for the quasi­
linearization algorithm to converge. Therefore, we 
started with an initial value solution for the system:
X + X = 1
using switching times obtained using the phase plane 
technique discussed later in this chapter. An initial 
value of Xj, that was close enough so that the 
quasilinearization algorithm would converge, was found 
by trial and error. Once we obtained convergence with 
this system, we proceeded in stepwise fashion to the 
system of interest.
B. Phase Plane Technique
The phase plane technique used here is 
essentially the same as the one used by Koppel (4, 5), 
except that the differential equations are in slightly 
different form. The phase plane trajectories before
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Nomenclature for Discussion of Quasilinearization
A Coefficient of X in second-order differential
equation
Al Coefficient of in nonlinear second-order
differential equation
^  Vector of unknown constants
, B2 Coefficients of second-order differential 
equation
Cg, C^, Variables in the modified time domain
C7
E A small number
f Function in the Newton-Raphson demonstration
T Vector function in the Quasilinearization
demonstration
f% An element of T
J Jacobian matrix
Xl, X2 Defined by Equation II-1
Xl, X2 Defined by Equation II-1
n Iterations in the Newton-Raphson and Quasi-
linearization algorithms
S Modified time variable
t Time
tl Time of first switch between extremes of the
manipulated variable
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t2 Time o£ second switch between extremes of
the manipulated variable if two switches are 
allowed. If not, time of switch to new steady- 
state value.
t3 Time of switch to new steady-state value if two




Ü Dimensionless forcing function
X Fraction of setpoint change completed
Xl, X2 Defined by Equation II-1
Xl, X2 Defined by Equation II-1
Vector of variables in the Quasi linearization 
algorithm
X^^,Boundary conditions at t = 0 , ti,and t2
Vector of particular solutions 
Xh Matrix of homogeneous solutions
X Defined by Equation II-2
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and after tj are determined analytically and t% and t£ 
are selected so that the two trajectories coincide at 
t^, as shown in Figure II-5.
Trajectory for 0 _< t jc tl
X + X + AX = AMi 
Boundary Conditions: 
e t = o ,  X = 0 ,  X = 0  
has the solution 








Trajectory for tj £ t £ t2
X + X + AX - AM2 
Boundary Conditions: 
e t - t2 , X = 1, X - 0 
has the solution









for M 2 =
00 0.25 0.50 0.75 1 .00 1.25
FIGURE II-5. Phase Plane.
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X = Cse'^l^ + + ^2
where and A2 are as previously defined.
C3 = (1 - M 2) e
^lt2
Cl - ^l/Ag)
C4 = -(1 - M 2 )e ^2 t2
Cl - ̂ 2/Xi)
At t = tl, X for the M = +2 trajectory must equal X 
for the M = -2 trajectory or, eliminating X:
+ C4e'^2tl + M 2 (II-7)
Likewise the values of X must be equal, or:
-A^Cie - A2C2C ^2^1 = - A^^Cge
- A2C4e'^2tl (1 1-8)
The pattern search routine (11) found in 
Appendix E was used to solve Equations II-7 and II-8 
for tl and t 2 -
These trajectories in the X vs t plane are 
shown in Figure II-6 . Prior to ti, the time-optimal
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for M = +2
1.00 1.00 2.00 9.00TIME
FIGURL II-6 . Time-Optimal Trajectory.
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trajectory follows the M » +2 curve. Between t^ and t2 
it follows the M = -2 curve, and after tz it leaves 
these two curves and is controlled by the new steady- 
state forcing function.
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Nomenclature for Discussion of Phase Plane Technique
A Coefficient of dimensionless second-order
differential equation
Cl, C2 Constants in analytical solution; 0 < t £ t^
C3 , C4 Constants in analytical solution; ^1 1 t £ t£
Al, ^2 Roots of the characteristic equation 
Mj, M 2 Forcing function multipliers 
t Time
t. Time of switch between extremes of the
manipulated variable
t2 Time of switch to new steady-state value of
the manipulated variable
X Fraction of setpoint change completed
X dX/dt
X d^X/dt^
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CHAPTER III
CORRELATIONS IN THE TIME DOMAIN
The Origin and Use of the Correlations
The time-optimal control problem was solved for 
various values of A and M in the dimensionless equation
^  ^  + AX = AM (III-l)
using the methods discussed in Chapter II. The 
dimensionless switching times tj and t], and the 
percentage of the step change completed, X at t%, were 
used to generate Figures III-l, IXI-2, and III-3. These 
figures can be used to time-optimally control systems 
where the parameters of a second-order plus dead time 
model describing the system are known. The frequency 
domain correlations presented by Latour (1) are only 
applicable to overdamped systems however. Figures III-l, 
III-2, and III-3 can be used with underdamped or over­
damped systems. In the following examples we 
demonstrate the use of these figures in controlling 
several different systems. In some cases the trajectory 
obtained is not "perfect," i.e., there may be slight
Reproduced with perm ission o f the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout permission.
o
Overdamped
0.55 0.75 0.85 0.95 1.05X AT T1
FIGURE III-l. Percent of Setpoint Change Completed at t^.




1-IGURi; III-2. Dimensionless ti.
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UnJcrdampcclOverdamped
I-IOURL III-3. Dimensionless t2 .
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overshoot or undershoot. However, in most cases this is 
less than three percent. In all of the examples we must 
have the equation describing the system in the form of 
Equation III-l. Examples III-l and III-2 assume that we 
know the parameters describing a second-order overdamped 
system without dead time. Examples III-3 and III-4 are 
similar except that the system is underdamped. In 
Example III-5 a third-order system with dead time is 
fitted with a second-order lag plus dead time model 
using the slope-intercept method (2). Other methods 
could have been used to determine the model time 
constants (3, 4, 5). The model is used to determine 
ti and t2 using Figures II1-2 and III-3. Example III-6 
is similar except that the model is a least squares fit 
of the step response using a pattern search routine 
similar to that used in Chapter II. Thus in each example 
we have a second-order equation of the form,
0  * ®1 dl * *2̂  ̂ '
where X is defined to range between 0 and 1. In order 
to transform Equation III-2 into the form of Equation III-l 
we let Y = Bjt and A =
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lînlarged versions of Figures IIï-1, Iîî-2, and 
III-3 were used in these examples in order to obtain 
more accuracy. Data used in generating these figures 
may be found in Appendix C.
Example III-l
Time-optimal control of the system:
^  + .1667 H  + .00667 X = .00667 M (HI-3)
or in the Laplace domain:
^(s) - ITTS- + l)(lUs + IJ
using Figure III-l.
In order to put this into dimensionless form let 
t = B^t = .1667 t and A = Bz/Bi^ = .24 which yields.
^  + . 24 X = .24 M (HI-4)
Entering Figure III-l with A = .24 and M = 2, 
we determine that , the time for switching between the 
extremes of the manipulated variable, should occur when 
X = .945. Since this is a second-order system without 
dead time, t2 will occur when ^  ” 0* This example and 
Example III-3, which is a similar treatment of an 
underdamped system, are probably not very practical 
since it would be difficult to incorporate a real or
Reproduced w ith perm ission o f the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout permission.
model dead time into the procedure. This more or less 
limits its use to the specific case treated, i.e., 
second-order systems without dead time. Figure III-l 
is put to more practical use in later chapters.
Figure III-4 shows the step response and time- 
optimal responses of Equation III-3 for M = 2, 3, and 4 
using this procedure. For M = 3 and M = 4, tj occurs at 
X = .884 and X = .840 respectively.
Example III-2
Time-optimal control of Equation III-3 using 
Figures III-2 and III-3. The original differential 
equation is put into dimensionless form, as in 
Example III-l:
d^X dX+ —  + . 24 X = .24 Mdt dt
where t = .1667 t.
Entering Figure III-2 with A = . 2 4  and M » 2, 
we determine that the dimensionless switching time 
= 3.29. From Figure III-3 we similarly determine 
that t2 = 3.65. Converting to non-dimensionless time: 
ti = ti/.1667 = 19.75
t2 = t,/.1667 = 21.90




00 60.00 80.00 00.00TIME
FlGURIi III-4. Time-Optimal Control of an Overdamped
Second-Order System Usinp Figure III-l.
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Figure III-5 shows the time-optimal trajectories 
for M = 2, 3, and 4 for this system. Dimensionless 
switching times for the other trajectories are:
M = 3, ti = 2.25, t2 = 2.69 and 
M =4, Fi = 1.75, t2 = 2.23.
Time-optimal control using Figures III-2 and 
III-3 is not limited to systems without dead time, 
as is demonstrated in Examples III-5 and III-6 .
Example III-3
This example is similar to Example III-l except 
that the system is underdamped:
* *40 ^  + X = M (III-5)
or in the Laplace domain
” (s^ + .4s + 1)
The dimensionless form of this equation is
d^X dX—  + —  + 6.25 X = 6.25 M dt* dt
where t = .40 t.
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20.00 60.00 80.00 00.00OQ TIME
I IGURL III-5. Time-Optimal Control of an Overdamped
Second-Order System Using figures III-2 
and III-3.
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We enter Figure III-l with A = 6.25 and 
determine the value of X at which t^ occurs for a 





As in Example III-l, t2 occurs when ^  = 0.
In Example III-l, the overdamped case, time- 
optimal control with M £ 1 does not have much meaning. 
For the underdamped case, however, it is possible to 
obtain time-optimal control with M 1 since there is





Figure III-6 shows the step response and time- 
optimal trajectories discussed in this example.
Example III-4
Time-optimally control Equation III-5 using 
Figure III-2 and III-3. The original differential 
equation is put into the dimensionless form
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■Step
3 .0 0 6.00 8.00 12.00 1 5 .0 0TIME
Iipure III-6 . Tine-Optimal Control of an Underdamped 
Second-Order System using Figure III-l.
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d p  dt
where t = .40 t.
We enter Figures III-2 and III-3 with A = 6.25 
and read off the dimensionless switching times for the 
desired value of M. The dimensionless times are 







Time-optimal trajectories for these cases are 
shown in Figure III-7.
Example III-S
Time-optimal control of the third-order system:
^  + .367 —  + .040 ^  + .00133 X = .00133 M (III-7) 
dt’ dt’ dt
with 5 minutes dead time using Figures III-2 and III-3.
The transfer function describing the system is: 
e-5s
^Cs) ■ (15s + 1)' (10s + 1) (5s + ij
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0.50.00 1 .0 0 1.50 2.00 2.50TIME
FIGURE III-7. Time-Optimal Control of an Underdamped 
Second-Order System using Figures 111 - 2 
and III-3.
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In this example, a second-order lag plus dead time model 
of the system was obtained using the slope-intercept 
method (2). Figure II1-8 shows the step response of the 
system. From Figure III-9, the slope-intercept diagram, 
we obtain a model dead time 0 = 8 ., and time constants 
= 18. and %2 = 8 .. The transfer function of the 
model is therefore
Q _________
"’(s)- (18s + 1) (8s + 1) 
which corresponds to the differential equation:
.1805 ^  + .00695 X = .00695 M (III-8)d"Xdt^
with dead time 9 = 8 . .  The step responses of this 
model and of the third-order system are compared in 
Figure III-IO. In dimensionless form the model is
^  ^  + .2135 X = .2135 M (III-9)
with dead time S' = 1.71. Using Figures III-2 and III-3, 
as in the previous examples, we determine the switching 
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.00 20.00 60.00 80.00 00.00TIME
FIGURli III-8 . Step Response of a Third-Order System 
with Dead Time.
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0.00 60.00 80.00 00.00TIME
PIGURI: III-9. Slope-Intercept Diagram for Third-Order 
System.




00 20.00 60.00 80.00TIME
FIGURE III-IO. Comparison of Third-Order System and 
Slope-Intercept Model Step Responses.
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Figure III-11 shows the time-optimal responses 
for these cases.
Example III-6
This example is similar to Example III-5 except 
that the second-order plus dead time model is obtained 
by using a pattern search routine to find the parameters 
Bl, B2 , and 0 which give a least squares fit to the step 
response. The model obtained for Equation III-7 is:
+ .129 ^  + .00477 X = .00477 M (III-lO)
with model deal time 9 = 8 .  Figure III-12 compares the 
step responses of the system and model. The following 





Figure III-13 shows the time-optimal responses 
for these cases.
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80.0020.00.01 60.00 00.00TIME
FIGURE III-ll. Time-Optimal Control of a Third-Order
System using tj and t2 for Slope-Intercept Model.





1.00 20.00 60.00 80.00 100.00
FIGURli III-12. Comparison of Step Responses of Third- 
Order System and Least Squares Model.
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FIGURE III-13. Time-Optimal Control of a Third-Order
System using t% and t2 for Least Squares 
Model.
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Nomenclature
A Coefficient in Equation III-l
, B2 Coefficients in Equation III-2
System transfer function 
%I(s) Model transfer function
M Forcing function multiplier
s Laplace transform variable
t Time
ti Time of switch between extremes of the
manipulated variable





Tj, %2 Model time constants
6 Model dead time
X Fraction of setpoint change completed
"e Dimensionless model dead time
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CHAPTER IV
TIME-OPTIMAL CONTROL AND MODELING OF SECOND-ORDER SYSTEMS
The Modeling Time-Optimal Controller
The differential equations describing the time- 
optimal control of a linear second-order system are:
d^X _ dX 
dt= 0 < t < ti
t = 0, X = 0, ^ = 0
^  ^  + Bz X = -B2M2 < t < t2
@ t = t2 , X = 1, ^  = 0
where B^, Bz, Mj, and M 2 are constants. As shown in 
Chapter II, these equations can be expressed as:
In the traditional phase plane representation 
of the time-optimal control problem, the switching 
curves that determine t% are functions of Bj, B2 , and M.
59
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Therefore each system requires a different switching 
curve. The switching curves for two different systems, 
described by Equations IV-1 and IV-2 are shown in 
Figures IV-1 and IV-2 respectively.
^  + .1667 ^  + .00667 X = .00667 M (IV-1)
or in the Laplace domain
^Cs) = Oîs'+-irCIOs + 1)
+ 1-2 ^  + .2 X = .2M (IV-2)
or in the Laplace domain
G 1(s) = C5s + 1) (s + 1)
Latour (1) and Douglas and Denn (2) describe 
feedback time-optimal controllers which use switching 
curves for fixed, predetermined values of and Bz. 
While studying the solution of the time-optimal control 
boundary-value problem using quasilinearization, we made 
the single most important discovery of this research: 
that if a dimensionless phase plane is used in which
Reproduced with perm ission o f the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout permission.
Switching CurveQ
Trajectory^
0.00 0.25 0.50 0.75 1 .0 0 1.25
I-1 CURL IV-1. Phase Plane for Equation IV-1.
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I'IGURLi IV-2. Phase Plane for Equation IV-2.
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t instead of is plotted v.s. X, a single switching 
curve can be obtained which is applicable for all second- 
order systems.
This curve and the time-optimal trajectories 
of Equations IV-1 and IV-2 are shown in Figure IV-3.
The switching curve was obtained by solving the time- 
optimal control problem for various values of A and M.
We can measure t, and X, and approximate ^  since it is 
not changing very fast. The controller simply compares 
t ^  with the switching curve, f(x)» switches between 
the extremes of the manipulated variable when t ^  ̂  ^(X)* 
The switching curve is a slight function of M, the forcing 
function multiplier, but the curves are so close that a 
curve through the M = 2 points can be used for other 
values of M. The system used to approximate ^  (3) 
limited the analog implementation to a maximum of about 
M = 3. A digital algorithm, however, does not have this 
limitation. In Figure IV-3 the M = 2 and M = 5 data 
points are shown but the switching curve is drawn through 
the M = 2 points only. The limitation of M = 3 or 
less is not a severe one since the improvement of time- 
optimal control over other methods shown in Figure I-l 
was with M = 2.
*See Chapter II for the origin of this dimensionless group.
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FI CURL IV-3. Dimensionless Phase Plane.
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The time for switching to conventional setpoint 
control, t2 , is a function of X and ^  at t%, as shown 
in Figure IV-4. Here, as in Figure IV-3, the lines are 
through the M = 2 points only. Knowing t%, X, and 




b = .490 .811 < X £ 1.
b = .545 -5 1  X < .811
The data points used in plotting Figures IV-3 
and IV-4 are tabulated in Appendix A.
The two examples which follow demonstrate the 
use of this algorithm. Example IV-1 is the time-optimal 
control and modeling of an overdamped linear second-order 
system. Example IV-2 is similar except that the system 
is underdamped.
*See Chapter II for the origin of the dimensionless 
group (t2 - ti) ^  .
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FIGURE IV-4. t2 Correlation.
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Example IV-1. Time-Optimal Control and Modeling of an 
Overdamped Second-order System.
The time-optimal trajectory of the second-order
system:
^  + .1667 1 1 +  .00667 X = .00667 M, M = 2 (IV-3)
is shown in Figures IV-5 and IV-6 . Note that in this 
example the differential equation describing the system 
was not used in accomplishing the time-optimal control.
In fact a good approximation of the differential equation 
describing the system can be obtained as a by-product of 
the time-optimal control.
For the "unknown" system of Equation IV-3 we 
desire to determine and 63 in the equation;
* Bi g  . B2 X = B2 M 
or in dimensionless form:
^  ^  . AX = AM
where t = B^t and A = B2/B^. When carrying out a time- 
optimal setpoint change with our system, we can measure 
t% = 19.86 and X = .945 at tj. Knowing X at t%, we can 
determine that A = .24 from Figure III-1. Knowing A and 
M, we can get the dimensionless switching times ti = 3.29
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FIGURE IV-5. Time-Optimal Trajectory of Equation IV-3.
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FIOUIU: IV-6 . Dimensionless Phase Plane for Equation IV-3.
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from Figure III-2 and t2 = 3.65 from Figure III-3. 
can now calculate and 8 %.
Bz =
For the system
^  + .1667 ^  + .00667 X dt dt
we obtained the model
2 ^  + .1657 ^  + .00658 X = .00658 M
Figure IV-7 shows that the step and time-optimal 
responses of this system and its model are almost 
identical.
Example IV-2. Time-Optimal Control and Modeling of an 
Underdamped Second-order System.
This example is similar to Example IV-1 except
that the system is underdamped.
^  + .40 ^  + 1. X = 1. M (IV-4)
Figure IV- 8 shows the step and time-optimal responses 
of this system. Figure IV-9 is a dimensionless phase 
plane showing the time-optimal trajectory of the system.
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FIGURE IV-7. Comparison of Second-Order System and 
Model Trajectories.
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Time-Optimal
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riGURIi IV-8 . Second-Order Underdamped System Trajectories.
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FIGURE IV-9. Dimensionless Phase Plane for Underdamped 
System.
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We measure = .9204 and X = ,705 at ti. From 
Figure III-l we determine that A = 6.75 and from 
Figure III-2 we obtain the dimensionless switching 
time tj = .356. With this information we can 
calculate and B2 .
Bg = AB| = (6.75)(.386)^ = 1.008 
Our model is therefore:
^  + .386 II + 1.008 X = 1.008 M
The time-optimal trajectories of the system and 
its model are shown in Figure IV-10. Their step 
responses are compared in Figure IV-11. In both 
cases the fit is very good.
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FIGURE IV-10. Underdamped System and Model Time-Optimal 
Trajectories.
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I-ICIJRH IV-11. Under damped System and Model Step Responses.
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Nomenclature
A Coefficient in dimensionless second-order
differential equation
b Parameter in Figure IV-4
Bi, B2 Coefficients in second-order differential
equation
^(X) Value of switching curve in the dimensionless 
phase plane
System transfer function
M, Ml, Forcing function multipliers
M2
s Laplace transform variable
t Time
tl Time of switch between extremes of the
manipulated variable





X Fraction of setpoint change completed
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TIME-OPTIMAL CONTROL AND MODELING OF HIGHER-ORDBR SYSTEMS
Application to a Third-Order System with 
Dead Time
The results described in Chapter IV can be 
extended to higher-order systems by treating them as 
second-order systems with dead time, 6 . When a predicted 
trajectory plotted vs.
X + 0 ^ = X + A X  crosses the switching curve in the 
dimensionless phase plane, the switch is made between 
the extremes of the manipulated variable. Figure V-1 
shows the actual and predicted trajectories for the 
third-order system:
^  + .367 + .040 ^  + .00133 X = .00133 M (V-1)
with 5 minutes dead time and M = 2. The transfer function 
describing this sytem is:
-5s
^(s) (15s + 1) (10s + 1) (5s + 1)
Model parameters can be obtained in the same manner as 
for second-order systems if (X + AX) at t% is used
Reproduced with perm ission o f the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout permission.
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ncURE v-1. Dimensionless Phase Plane for a Third-Order 
System.
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(X + AX) at tl = .942
This gives the second-order model:
+ .1585 ^  + .0063 X = .0063 M 
with a model dead time 6 = 10.. The determination of 6
is discussed in the next section on tuning. System and
model trajectories are shown in Figure V-2.
The model obtained here can be used with 
Figures III-2 and III-3 to determine switching times 
for the system at other values of M. Figure V-3 shows 
these trajectories for M = 2, 3, and 4.
Tuning
A single tuning adjustment is required when the 
controller is put into service; a model dead time, 6 , 
is determined that gives nearly equal overshoot and 
undershoot* about the new steady state value, X = 1..
*The overshoot and undershoot should be at most only 
about one or two percent. If one should happen to 
obtain equal overshoot and undershoot of greater value, 
say three or four percent, one might suspect that large 
nonlinearities exist, such as those discussed in Chapter 
VI.




■System Step Response 
•Model Step Response
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PI SURE v-2. Comparison of Tliird-Order System and Second- 
Order Model Trajectories.
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IICURE V-3. Control of Third-Order System using Second- 
Order Model and Figures III-2 and III-3.
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This controller essentially simplifies the parameter 
identification of a second-order lag plus dead time 
model from a three-dimensional search to a one­
dimensional search. Here, as before, it is assumed 
that we have a steady-state model of the system.
Once 0 is determined, the controller is rather 
insensitive to changes in the system dynamics. This is 
demonstrated in a later section. Even though the 
dynamics of the system may change, the controller compen­
sates for much of the change and does not require 
retuning. This is because the tuning itself is a 
correction for deviation from second-order behavior.
The controller was tuned in the following manner 
for the third-order system described by Equation V-1. A 
time-optimal setpoint change was begun with M = 2. As 
the trajectory, shown in Figure V-4 as Curve 1, started 
to rise, we observed an apparent dead time of about 0 = 8 . 
which was quickly entered into the controller so that it 
could be used to compute the switching times for Curve 1.
A one-dimensional search (1) on 0 was then made to 
determine the 0 that gave nearly equal overshoot and 
undershoot about the new steady-state value, X = 1.. In 
this case we simply made two additional setpoint changes 
with 0 = 9  and 0 = 1 0  which produced Curves 2 and 3 
respectively. A model dead time, 0 = 10. produced a
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FIGURE V-4. The Tuning of a Third-Order System.
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satisfactory trajectory. These responses are shown 
in Figure V-4.
Insensitivity to Process Changes
Control schemes which use a predetermined model 
and precalculated switching times (2, 3) cannot 
compensate for changes in the process dynamics.
Examples V-1, V-2, and V-3 demonstrate that the Modeling 
Time-Optimal Controller is insensitive to process 
dynamics changes and compensates for them. In these 
examples we compare the time-optimal responses 
obtained with our controller (Case I) with precalculated 
switching times (Case II). In all three examples the 
Modeling Time-Optimal Controller, Case I, is tuned for 
the system:
^  + .367 ^  + .040 II + .00133 X = .00133 M (V-1 )
with dead time of 5 minutes. The transfer function 
describing this system is
p-5s
(s) " (15s + 1) (10s + 1) (5s + 1)
For Case II we obtained a least squares fit of a second- 
order plus dead time model to a step response of the 
system described by Equation V-1. The model obtained was
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+ .129 II + .00477 X = .00477 M (V-2)
with model dead time, 0 = 8 . .  Switching times for this 
model were computed, using the phase plane technique 
described in Chapter II, to be:
ti = 22.10
t2 = 24.90
All three examples use these switching times for Case II.
Example V-1
In this example we assume that the process
dynamics of the system are known, i.e., that Equation
V-1 describes the system. Figure V-5 shows that both 
cases give fairly good time-optimal responses.
Example V-2
In this example, we assume that the system has 
changed so that it is now described by:
^  + .40 ^  + .05 —  + .002 X = .002 M (V-3)dt^ dt^ dt
(s) " (10s + 1) (10s + 1) (5s + 1)
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TIGURn V-5. Time-Optimal Control of the System 
Described by Equation V-1.
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Figure V -6 demonstrates the superiority of the Modeling 
Time-Optimal Controller if we know only the new steady- 
state model.
Example V-5
This example is similar to Example V-2 except 
that the system is described by:
^  ^  + .08 ^  + .004 X = .004 M (V-4)
"(S) - (5s + 1) T lü s  ■I- IJ (5s + 1)
The control of this system is shown in Figure V-7.
Figures V-5 , V -6 , and V-7 demonstrate that the
Modeling Time-Optimal Controller effectively compensates
for changes in the process dynamics. This can also be
clearly seen in the following tabulation of
switching times used in three examples:
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I'rccal eu 1 atrd Sk i t eli i nr 
Ti ipcs
Modeling Time-Optimal Controller
00 20.00 >40.00 50.00 80.00 1 0 0 .0 0T I M E
FI GURU V-6 . Time-Optimal Control of the System 
Described by Equation V-3.
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TIGURL v-7. Time-Optimal Control of the System 
Described by Equation V-4.
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Application to a Fourth-Order System 
with Dead Time
The time-optimal control and modeling of the
fourth-order system;
^  "0583 + .0033 ^  + .000067 X =
.000067 M (V-5)
with 5 minutes dead time is demonstrated below. This 
system is described by the transfer function:
= e'Ss
(2ÜS + I) (15s + 1) (10s + 1) (5s + 1)
figure V -8 shows the tuning of the controller for this
system. Figure V-9 shows the dimensionless phase plane 
after tuning. Applying the same method used earlier in 
this chapter for the third-order system we obtain the 
model:
^  + .08325 ^  + .00206 X = .00206 M (V-6)
with model dead time 6 = 15.
Figure V-10 compares the system and model 
trajectories. Figure V-11 demonstrates the control of
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I'I(]URE v-8. Tuning of the Fourth-Order System.
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FI GURU V-9. Dimensionless Phase Plane for the Fourth-Order 
System.
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System Time-Optimal- 
Model Time-Optimal--̂ ,̂ ^̂ ^
System Step Response 
•Model Step Response
1.00 00.0020.00 60.00 60.00TIME
FIGURL V-10. Comparison of Fourth-Order System and 
Second-Order Model Trajectories.
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M GURL V-11. Control of Fourth-Order System using Second- 
Order Model and Figures III-2 and III-3.
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the fourth-order system at M = 2, 3, and 4 using t% and 
t£ for the model from Figures III-2 and III-3.
Implementation
The Modeling Time-Optimal Controller has been 
implemented on both digital and analog (parallel hybrid) 
computers. Both implementations are simple and neither 
requires a large computer. A detailed analog computer 
flowplan may be found in Appendix F. The digital 
programs used in this research may be found in Appendices 
G and H. A simplified analog flowplan is shown in 
Figure V-12. Inputs to the controller are t, (T - To), 
Tf-To » Here To and Tf are the initial and
final values of the controlled variable T. The outputs 
from the controller are two logic signals. The switch 
between extremes of the manipulated variable is made 
when comparator 1 becomes high. The switch to conventional 
setpoint control is made when comparator 2 becomes high.
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Nomenclature
b Parameter in Figure IV-4
COMP Analog comparator unit
DIF Analog differentiation circuit, see Ref. 4
^(X) Value of switching curve in the dimensionless
phase plane
^(s) System transfer function
M Forcing function multiplier
MULT Analog multiplier unit
s Laplace transform variable
t Time
tj Time of switch between extremes of the
manipulated variable
t2 Time of switch to new steady-state value of
the manipulated variable
T Controlled variable
Tq Initial value of T
Tp Final value of T
T/S Analog track/store unit
e Model dead time
VDFG Analog Variable Diode Function Generator unit
X Fraction of setpoint change completed
AX Extrapolation of X in the dimensionless phase
plane
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CHAPTER VI
TIME-OPTIMAL CONTROL AND MODELING OF A 
HIGHLY NONLINEAR SYSTEM
Introduction
The Modeling Time-OptimaI Controller will 
probably control mildly nonlinear systems as 
satisfactorily as it does linear systems with no 
modification to the algorithm. For highly nonlinear 
systems it may be possible to find a simple modification 
to the controller that will allow it to be used 
satisfactorily. The modification, of course, will de­
pend on the nature of the process and its nonlinearities. 
For the exothermic Continuous Stirred-Tank Reactor 
(CSTR) which is discussed below, a simple modification, 
which gave good control, was easily found.
Latour, et al. (1) studied the modeling and time- 
optimal control of Orent*s (2) simulation of a modified 
version of the Aris-Amundson (3), Grethlein-Lapidus (4) 
continuous stirred-tank reactor. This is a highly
nonlinear system with an irreversible exothermic reaction 
(A-^B) and first-order kinetics. The reactor 
simulation, which is described in Appendix J,consists
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of three ordinary differential equations which were 
obtained from mass and energy balances on the reactor 
and an energy balance on the cooling coil. The reactor 
temperature is the controlled variable and the coolant 
flowrate is the manipulated variable.
The reactor simulation used in our work is 
identifical to that used by Latour, et al. except that:
1 ) they used an analog computer whereas we 
use a digital computer and a Runga-Kutta integration 
routine, and
2) they delayed the output temperature by six 
seconds and we delayed the coolant rate by six seconds.
Steady-state Temperature Model
The steady-state temperature model shown in 
Figure VI-1 was obtained by operating at different 
coolant rates until steady-state was reached.
Tuning for M = 2
Figure VI-2 shows the tuning for a time-optimal 
setpoint decrease from 460®K to 455°K with M = 2. The 
initial estimate of the model dead time, 0 = 1 0 ., 
caused the first switch, at t%, to occur too early. 
Subsequent runs indicated that the model dead time for 
equal overshoot and undershoot about X = 1. lies between
Reproduced with perm ission o f the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohib ited w ithout permission.
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FIGURE VI-1. Steady-State Temperature Model of CSTR.
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FIGURE VI-2. Tuning of CSTR for Time-Optimal Setpoint 
Decrease, 460°K to 455°K, with M = 2.
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6 = 4. and 6 = S., The value of 8 is not critical so 
that although 0 = 5 .  was arbitrarily chosen to be used 
in the discussion to follow, 6 = 4 .  would have done just 
as well.
Figure VI-3 shows an attempt at similar tuning 
for a time-optimal setpoint increase from 460°K to 
46S°K with M = 2. A model dead time of 0 = 2.gives 
nearly equal overshoot and undershoot of about 4%.
This is larger than desired and caused us to look for 
a simple modification to the controller that would 
decrease it.
The curves in Figure V I -3 indicate that the 
interval (t2 - ti) is too long, that is they reach a 
peak and instead of lining out they dip down. An 
examination of the coolant temperature, shown in 
Figure VI-4 for 0 = 5 . ,  shows what is causing the 
dip; the fact the coolant temperature takes about 
twenty seconds to reach the new steady-state value when 
the temperature is increasing. This is many times 
the interval (t£ - t^). We found that if we divided 
the interval (t2 - ti) by 3. for time-optimal setpoint 
increase, we could obtain much better control.
Figure VI-5 shows the improved trajectories 
obtained during the tuning for a setpoint increase
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FIGURE VI-3. First Attempt to Tune CSTR for Time- 
Optimal Setpoint Increase, 460°K to 
46S°K, with M - 2.
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FIGURE VI-4. Coolant Temperature Trajectory
Corresponding to 0-5. for Figure VI-3.
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FIGURE VI-5. Modified Tuning of CSTR for Time-Optimal 
Setpoint Increase, 460°K to 46S°K, with 
M - 2.
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using this modified algorithm. In this case a model 
dead time of 6 = 5. was obtained. Figure VI-6 shows 
the improved coolant temperature trajectory for the 
modified algorithm with 6 = 5 . .
Tuning for M >. 2
Since the system is highly nonlinear, one 
might expect different tuning, model dead times, 
and models for different values of M. In order to 
check this the controller was tuned and the system was 
modeled for setpoint increases, 460°K to 4650K, at 
M = 2, 3, and 4. Similar runs were made for setpoint 
decreases, 460°K to 455°K. Figures VI-7, VI-8 , and 
VI-9 show the tuned setpoint increases, and Figures 
VI-10, VI-11, and VI-12 the tuned setpoint decreases 
for M = 2, 3, and 4 respectively. These figures 
also show the time-optimal control of the model using 
the same switching times used for the CSTR. The step 
responses of the CSTR and model are also shown. The 
models obtained are as follows:
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FIGURE VI-6 . Codant Temperature Trajectory Corresponding 
to 0 » 5. for Figure VI-5.
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FIGURE VI-7. CSTR and Model Trajectories for Setpoint 
Increase, 460°K to 465®K, with M » 2.
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FIGURE VI-8 . CSTR and Model Trajectories for Setpoint 
Increase, 460°K to 465°K, with M » 3.
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FIGURE VI-9. CSTR and Model Trajectories for Setpoint 
Increase, 460®K to 465°K, with M * 4.
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t2 = 53.9
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FIGURE VI-10. CSTR and Model Trajectories for Setpoint 
Decrease, 460°K to 45S°K, with M = 2 .
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FIGURE VI-11. CSTR and Model Trajectories for Setpoint 
Decrease, 460°K to 4SS®K, with M - 3.
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FIGURE VI-12. CSTR and Model Trajectories for Setpoint 
Decrease, 460°K to 4SS®K, with M « 4.
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Therefore, as expected, we do obtain different models 
for setpoint changes at different values of M. How­
ever, since there is only one tuning parameter other 
than the (t2 - ti) correction, the variable 6 should 
be easy to implement for time-optimal control at 
different values of M.
Use of the Time Domain Correlations
The time domain correlations in Figure III-2 
and III-3 can be used with the models obtained in the 
previous section to control the CSTR. Figure VI-13 
shows the time-optimal control of the CSTR for a set­
point increase from 460°K to 465®K using Model Number 1 
and the time domain correlations in Figures III-2 and 
III-3. Figure VI-14 shows trajectories for a setpoint 
decrease from 460°K to 455°K also using Model Number 
1 (the model for a setpoint increase) and Figures 
III-2 and III-3. In Figure VI-14 the interval 
(t2 - ti)/l. was used. Although the trajectories in 
Figure VI-14 are not perfect. Figures VI-13 and VI-14 
do demonstrate that models obtained using the Modeling 
Time-Optimal Controller can be used to produce good 
control of even a highly nonlinear system.
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FIGURE VI-13. Time-Optimal Control of CSTR for Setpoint 
Increase using Time-Domain Correlations 
with Model for Setpoint Increase.
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FIGURE VI-14. Time-Optimal Control of CSTR for Setpoint 
Decrease using Time Domain Correlations 
with Model for Setpoint Increase, except 
(t2 -ti)/l.
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Larger Setpoint Changes
Although the CSTR is a nonlinear system, the 
Modeling Time-Optimal Controller will control the 
CSTR for setpoint changes of different size than the 
one used to tune the controller. Figure VI-15 shows a 
time-optimal setpoint increase from 460°K to 470°K with 
M = 2. Since M = 2 for a IQOK change corresponds to 
M = 4 for a S°K change, the tuning for 460®K to 465°K 
with M = 4 was used. Figure VI-16 shows a similar 
trajectory for a setpoint decrease, 460°K to 4S0°K, 
tuned for 46QOK to 4S5°K with M = 4.
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.00 80.00TIME 160.00120.00 200.00
FIGURE VI-15. Time-Optimal Setpoint Increase From 
46QOK to 470°K.
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1.00 00.00 120.00 1 6 0 .0 0 200.00TIME
FIGURE VI-16. Time-Optimal Setpoint Decrease from 
460®K to 45QOK.





M Forcing function multiplier
t Time, sec.
ti Time of switch between extremes of the
manipulated variable, sec.
t2 Time of switch to the new steady state forcing
function, sec.
e Model dead time, sec.
X Fraction of the setpoint change completed
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APPENDIX A
Data for Modeling Time-Optimal Controller Correlations
Data for Figure IV-3 
Data for Figure IV-4
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APPENDIX B
Derivation of Optimal Equations
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Derivation of the Time-Optimal Control liquations 
Statement of the Problem: Determine the
forcing function which will drive the system
P + {* + AP = from steady state at P = 0 to





Formulate in terms of state variables
X 2 = P = Xi 
rTF
X3 = S =\ dt
Xi = X2
X2 = -X2 - A X i +
X3 = 1.
Form the Hamiltonian
H = %iX2 + ^2 (-X2 -AX1 + U(t)) + X3(l) 
Conditions for optimal control
^  . 3H and ÉÏ = _ ^  
dt 3T dt 3T
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H  = ^2
X2 = -X2 - Ml + U(t)
X3 = 1
Al = AX2
^2 ~ "^1 2̂
X t = 0
S(T) 3X3
(T)
m  = X2 - Since is not a function cf U the control lies
on a boundary
X2 > 0 , U(t) = greatest negative value
X2 < 0 , U(t) = greatest positive value.
Since final time is unspecified, H = 0 along the 
entire trajectory.
@ t = 0 ,  H = 0 =  X2U(t) + 1
' ‘" ( O
0 tl and t£ , X2 * 0
Therefore our optimal equations are:
Xi = X 2
X2 = -X2 - AXi +
Reproduced w ith perm ission o f the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout permission.
- X i  + Xg
=
" 0 " free 1
0
free ; !fti ' free free 
_ 0_
; 3Ct2 = 0free
free
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APPENDIX C
Data for Time Domain Correlations
Data for Figure III-l.
Data for Figure III-2.
Data for Figure III-3.
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Data for Figure III-l 
A X @ ti
0.991 2.00 0.992 0.02
0.974 3.00 0.988 0.03
0.950 5.00 0.984 0.04
0.917 10.00 0.979 0.05
0.953 0.10
0.925 0.15
M = 1. 0.882 0.25
0.817 0.50
0.977 1.00 0.780 0.75
0.938 2.00 0.725 1.50
0.914 3.00 0.705 2.00
0.885 5.00 0.667 4.00
0.850 10.00 0.631 10.00
M = 2. M = 4.
0.9957 0.03 0.986 0.02
0.9938 0.04 0.979 0.03
0.9923 0.05 0.971 0.04
0.9906 0.06 0.964 0.05
0.9887 0.07 0.925 0.10
0.9867 0.08 0.837 0.25
0.9847 0.09 0.770 0.50
0.9825 0.10 0.684 1.50
0.9705 0.15 0.674 1.75
0.9560 0.20 0.666 2.00
0.9420 0.25 0.645 3.00
0.8890 0.50 0.632 4.00
0.8540 0.75 0.601 10.00
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Data for Figure III-2
tl tl
2.00 1.93700 0.02 20.700993.00 1.38300 0.03 13.950005.00 0.96200 0.04 10.58500
10.00 0.61700 0.05 8.56700
0.10 4.56600
0.15 3.23000M = 1.0 0.25 2.16200
0.50 1.31200
1.00 2. 34 300 0.75 0.99900
2.00 1.37300 1.50 0.64400
3.00 1.04000 2.00 0.54100
S.00 0.74900 4.00 0.36100
10.00 0.49300 10.00 0.21700
M = 2.0 M = 4.
0.02 34.82849 0.02 14.900000.03 23.29869 0.03 10.116000.04 17.52409 0.04 7.732000.05 14.07270 0.05 6.304000.06 11.77200 0.10 3.460000.07 10.13230 0.25 1.700000.08 8.90590 0.50 1.053000.09 7.99510 1.50 0.52800
0.10 7.19740 1.75 0.482000.15 4.94790 2.00 0.44500
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Data for Figure III-3
A zl A 11
M = .8 M = 3.
2.00000 2.00500 0.02000 21.114993.00000 1.47900 0 .03000 14.369005.00000 1.06600 0.04000 11.00800
10.00000 0.71200 0.05000 8.99500
0.10000 5.01300
0.15000 3.70000M = 1 . 0.25000 2.61200
0.50000 1.71300
1.00000 2.49200 0.75000 1.36100
2.00000 1.54400 1.50000 0.934003.00000 1.20500 2.00000 0.802005.00000 0.89800 4.00000 0.56000
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APPENDIX D 
Computer Program for Quasilinearization






Final Output for Above Data
Starting Trajectories in Modified Time Domain
Trajectories in Modified Time Domain After 
1 Iteration
Trajectories in Modified Time Domain After the 
Last Iteration
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kn-i-t-i-alizê  .Variables ]
Generate Starting Values and 
.̂to.re— in Pri nr ,̂T t.erati nn Array,
\ Write Starting Values -/
Obtain Particular Solution and Store 
In Pg^j.tic.ular ..^ lu tip n . Array_____
Obtain Homogeneous Solutions and Store 
 - An. .Hm o.gene.o.us $.0 lu t  ion Arrays_____
JlI
Form Array Using Points From 
Homogeneous Solution Arrays 
Corresponding to Known Boundary 







Calculate New Values of 
the Variables______
"K  Another Iteration Needed?'
Store Solution in Prior Iteration Array [
bl.e.p.. l.tera tfop  C.Qmi.tex.
N iifrite-and.piot Answers , 7
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r THI CALCULATES T I^E-OPT I S W I T C H I N G  TIMES F8R A
C SEC ’- -- 'RDE? DIFFERENTIAL EQUATI6N 9F THE FORM
C DPX/-TH + DX/DT + A*X + Al*X*»2 = U USING THE 9UASILI NEARIZAT 19N
C ALGPTITHV M9DIFIED F9R UNDETERMINED END POINTS AS DISCUSSED
C IN c h a p t e r  I I. IN THIS PROGRAM X, Y, Ui AND V CORRESPOND TO
C XI, X2, LAMBDA 1, AND LAMBDA 2, RESPECTIVELY IN THE TEXT
C
C OFFINITION OF INPUT VARIABLES
C
C N< » n u m b e r  OF PROBLEMS IN THE DATA SET
C IT = m a x i m u m  n u m b e r  OF UUASILINEARIZATI0N ITERATIONS
C Nl = n u m b e r  o f INTEGRATION STEPS TO BE TAKEN PER UNIT VALUE
C OF S IN THE MODIFIED TIME DOMAIN.
C LL * INITIAL VALUE OF K. SEE STATEMENT 1000 BELOW
C L " 1. f a c t o r  to MAKE THE NUMBER OF STEPS IN THE INITIAL VALUE
C SOLUTION EQUAL TO THE NUMBER OF STEPS IN THE
C QUASILINEARIZATION SOLUTION
C D(l) = c o e f f i c i e n t  o f t h e DX/DT TERM ABOVE, USUALLY » 1.
C D(6) ■ 0»i INITIAL VALUE OF THE CONTROLLED VARIABLE
C D(7) ■ 1#, FINAL v a l u e  OF THE CONTROLLED VARIABLE
C D<8) = A, THE COEFFICIENT OF X IN THE DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION
C C(9) ■ Al, THE COEFFICIENT OF X**2 IN THE DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION
C D(13) = 1. CAUSES WRITING OF INTERMEDIATE ANSWERS
C D(14) « QUASILINEARIZATION EPSILON
C D d S )  = 1. CAUSES e l i m i n a t i o n  OF FULL FINAL PRINTOUT AND PLOTS
C D d P )  - 1» CAUSES NO CARDS TO BE PUNCHED
C PRBC = p r o b l e m  n u m b e r
C KN * t e r m i n a l  VALUE OF K, SEE STATEMENT 1000 BELOW
C TSl » ESTIMATE OF THE FIRST SWITCHING TIME, Tl
C TS2 = ESTIMATE OF THE SECOND SWITCHING TIME IF THERE ARE
C THRFF, IF THERE ARE ONLY TWO THEN TS2 « TSl
C TS3 = ESTIMATE OF THE FINAL SWITCHING TIME
C X(l) = INITIAL XI
C Y( 1 ) =» INITIAL X2
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S JOrvA j t 1\E RijNG06(Xl,X2,Llf =
lPCl,PC2/Mi NJP/M3,C3iPC3*DT)
C
C THIS SU.'PeUTlNE s o l v e s  FfiUK FIRST-ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQJATMNS
C SIMULTANEOUSLY USING A FOURTH-ORDER RUNSA-KJTTA SCHEME
C
C SOLVES FOUR FIRST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS SIMULTANEOUSLY








C INITIALIZE v a r i a b l e s
JM1 = 1
C










3 X1C = X1(J'^1)
X2C=X3(JM1)
H C  = Ll( JMl)
L2C=L2(JMl)
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PROBLEM NUMBER 2 RUN NUMBER
ORIGINAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION
02P/DT2 ♦ 1.00000*DP/DT + 0.2O0C0*P +
M = 0.40000 OR -0.40000
DIMENSIONLESS DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION 
D2P/DT2 ♦ DP/DT + 0.20000*P + O.C *
U = 0.40000 OR -0.40C00
ITERATIONS 
*P»»2 = M
TSl = 3.834 72 TS2 = 3,83472 TS3 =
RESULTS IN TERMS OF DIMENSIONLESS VARIABLES
X1=P X2=DP/DT LAMBDAl LAMBDA2
0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.205E 01-0.250E 01
0.767E-01 0.115E -02 0.295E-01-0.209E 01-0.253E 01
C.153E 00 0.447E -02 0.568E--01-0.213E 01-0.257E 01
0.230E 00 0.981E -02 0.821E--01-0.217E 01-0.260E 01
0.307E 00 0.170E -01 0.105E 00-0.22 IE 01-0.263E 01
0.383E 00 0.259E -01 0.127E C0-0.225E 01-0.267E 01
0.460E 00 0.364E -01 0.146E 00-0.229E 01-0.270E 01
0.537E 00 0.484E-01 0.165E 00-0.234E 01-0.273E 01
0.614E 00 0.616E-01 0.181E 00-0.238E 01-C.276E 01
0.690E 00 0.761E--01 0.196E 00-0.242E 01-0.279E 01
0.767E 00 0.917E-01 0.210E 00-0.246E 01-C.281E 01
0.844E 00 O.IOBE 00 0.223E 00-0.251E 01-C.284E 01
0.920E 00 0.126E 00 0.234E 00-0.255E 01-0.286E 01
0.997E 00 0.144E 00 0.244E 00-0.259E 01-C.289E 01
D.107E 01 0.163E 00 0.253E 00-0.264E 01-0.291E 01
0.115E 01 0.183E 00 0.262E 00-0.268E 01-0.293E 01
0.123E 01 0.203E 00 0.269E 00-0.273E 01-C.295E 01
0.I30E 01 0.224E 00 0.276E 0C-0.277E 01-0.296E 01
0.I38E 01 0.246E 00 0.281E 00-0.282E 01-C.298E 01
0.I46F 01 0.267E 00 9.286B 00-0.286E 01-0.299E 01
0.I53E 01 0.290E 00 0.291E 00-0.291E 01-C.299E 01
0.I6IE 01 0.312E 00 0.294E 00-0.296E 01-0.3C0E 01
D.I69E 01 0.335E 00 0.297E 00-0.300E 01-0.3C0E 01
0.176E 01 C.358E 00 0.300E 00-0.305E C1-C.3C0E 01
0.I84F 01 C.381E CO 0.302E 00-0.3C9E 01-0.299F 01
FINAL OUTPUT
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0.600E 00 0.415E 00 0.304E 00-0.306E 01-C.525E 01
0.620E 00 0.434E CO 0.3C4E 00-0.313E 01-0.539E 01
0.640E 00 0.453E CO 0.305É 00-0.320E 01-0.554E 01
0.66CE 00 0.473E 00 0.305E 00-0.327E 01-0.569E 01
0.680E 00 0.492E 00 0.305E 00-0.334E 01-0.584E 01
0.700E 00 0.511E 00 0.305E 00-0.342E 01-C.601E 01
0.720E 00 0.5316 00 0.3G4E 00-0.350E 01-G.617E 01
0.740E 00 0.550E 00 0.303E 00-0.35 BE 01-0.635E 01
0.760E 00 0.569E 00 0.302E 00-0.366E 01-0.653E 01
0.780E 00 0.588E 00 0.30IE 00-0.374E 01-0.671E 01
0.800E 00 0.608E 00 0.300E 00-0.383E 01-C.690E 01
0.820E 00 0.627E 00 0.298E 00-0.392E 01-0.710E 01
0.840E 00 0.645E 00 0.297E 00-0.401E 01-0.731E 01
0.860E 00 0.664E 00 0.295E 00-0.410E 01-0.752E 01
0.880E 00 0.683E 00 0.293E 00-0. 420E 01-0.774E 01
0.900E 00 0.702E 00 0.291E 00-0.430E 01-0.797E 01
0.920E 00 0.720E 00 0.289E 00-0.440E 01-0.821E 01
0.940E 00 0.738E 00 0.287E 00-0.451E 01-0,846Ê 01
0.960E 00 0.756E 00 0.285E 00-0.462E 01-0.871E 01
0.980E 00 0.774E 00 0.283E 00-0.473E 01-0.898E 01
O.IOOE 01 0.779E 00 0.282E 00-0.47 6E 01-0.904E 01
0.102E 01 0.779E 00 0.282E 00-0.476E 01-0.9C4E 01
0.I04E 01 0.779E 00 0.282E OO-O.476E 01-0.904E 01
0.106E 01 0.779E 00 0.282E 00-0.476E 01-0.904E 01
O.IOBE 01 0.779E 00 0.282E 00-0.476E 01-0.9C4E 01
O.IlOE 01 0.779E 00 0.282E 00-0.476E 01-0.9C4E 01
Q.I12E 01 0.779E 00 0.282E 00-0.476E 01-0.904E 01
0.114E 01 0.779E 00 0.282E 00-0.476E 01-0.904E 01
0.116E 01 0.779E 00 0.282E 00-0.476E 01-0.904E 01
0.II8E 01 0.779E 00 0.282E 00-0.476E 01-0.9C4E 01
0.I20E 01 0.779E 00 0.282E 00-0.476E 01-0.9C4E 01
0.122E 01 0.779E 00 0.282E 00-0.476E 01-C.9C4E 01
0.124E 01 0.779E 00 0.282E 00-0.476E 01-0.9C4E 01
0.126E 01 0.779E 00 0.282E 00-0.476E 01-C.904E 01
3.I28E 01 0.779E 00 0.282E 00-0,476E 01-C,9G4E 01
STARTING TRAJECTORIES IN 
THE MÛDlFÏËb ÏÏMË DÛ̂ IATÏÏ
0.13CE 01 0.779E 00 0.282E 00-0.476E 01-0.904E 01
0.132E 01 0.779E 00 0.282E 00-0.476E 01-C.904E 01
0.134E 01 0.779E 00 0.282E 00-0.476E 01-C.9C4E 01
0.136E 01 0.779E GO 0.282E 00-0.476E 01-C.904E 01
0.I38E 01 C.779E 00 0.282E 00-0.476E 01-C.9C4E 01
0.140E 01 0.779E CO 0.282E OC-0.476E 01-C.9C4E 01
0.I42E 01 0.779E 00 0.282E 00-0.476E 01-C.904E 01
0.144E 01 0.779E 00 0.282E 00-0.476E 01-C.9C4E 01
0.I46E 01 0.779E 00 0.282E 00-0.476E 01-0.904E 01
0.148E 01 0.779E 00 0.282E 00-0.476E 01-C.904E 01
0.I50E 01 0.779E 00 0.282E 00-0.476E 01-0.904E 01
0.152E 01 0.779E 00 0.282E 00-0.476E 01-G.904E 01
0.I54E 01 0.779E 00 0.282E 00-0.476E 01-C.9C4E 01
0.156E 01 0.779E 00 0.282E 00-0.476E 01-0.904E 01
0.158E 01 0.779E 00 0.282E 00-0.476E 01-0.904E 01
0.160E 01 0.779E 00 0.282E 00-0.476E 01-C.904E 01
0.162E 01 0.779E 00 0.282E 00-0.476E 01-0.904E 01
0.164E 01 0.779E 00 0.282E 00-0.476E 01-C.904E 01
0.166E 01 0.779E 00 0.282E 00-0.476E 01-0.904E 01
0.168E 01 0.779E 00 0.282E 00-0.476E 01-0.904E 01
0.I70E 01 0.779E 00 0.282E 00-0.476E 01-0.904E 01
0.I72E 01 0.779E 00 0.282E 00-0.476E 01-0.904E 01
0.174E 01 0.779E 00 0.282E 00-0.476E 01-0.9C4E 01
0.176E 01 0.779E 00 0.282E 00-0.476E 01-0.904E 01
0.178E 01 0.779E 00 0.282E 00-0.476E 01-C.904E 01
0.180E 01 0.779E 00 0.282E 00-0.476E 01-0.904E 01
0.I82E 01 0.779E 00 0.282E 00-0.476E 01-C.904E 01
0.184E 01 0.779E 00 0.282E 00-0.476E 01-C.904E 01
0.186E 01 0.779E 00 0.282E 00-0.476E 01-C.9C4E 01
0.188E 01 0.779E 00 0.282E 00-0.476E 01-0.9C4E 01
0.190E 01 0.779E 00 0.282E 00-0.476E 01-G.9C4E 01
0.192E 01 0.779E 00 0.282E 00-0.476E 01-C.904E 01
0.194E 01 0.779E 00 0.282E 00-0.476E 01-C.904E 01
0.I96E 01 0.779E 00 0.282E 00-0.476E 01-0.904E 01
0.I98E 01 C.779E 00 0.282E 00-0.476E 01-C.9C4E 01
STARTING TRAJECTORIES IN 
THE m o d i f i e d TIMË PO^iAIN
C.200E 01 0.781E 00 0.277E 00-0.477E 01-0.907E 01
0.202E 01 0.783E oc 0.271E 00-0.478E 01-0.91CE 01
0.204E 01 0.785E 00 0.265E 00-0,479E 01-C.913E 01
0.206E 01 0.786E 00 0.259E 00-0.481E 01-0.916E 01
0.208E 01 0.788E CO 0.253E 00-0.482E 01-0.919E 01
0.210E 01 0.790E CO 0.247E 00-0.483E 01-0.923E 01
0.2I2E 01 G.792E 00 0.24IE 00-0,485E 0I-0.926E 01
0.214E 01 0.794E 00 0.235E 00-0.486E 01-C.929E 01
0.2I6E 01 C.795E 00 0.229E 00-0.488E 01-C.933E 01
0.218E 01 0.797E 00 0.224E 00-0.489E 01-0.936E 01
0.220E 01 0.799E 00 0.218E 00-0.490E 01-C.939E 01
0.222E 01 0.800E 00 0.212E 00-0.492E 01-0.942E 01
0.224E 01 0.802E 00 0.207E 00-0.493E 01-0.946E 01
0.226E 01 0.803E 00 0.201E 00-0.495E 01-0.949E 01
0.228E 01 0.805E 00 0.I95E 00-0.496E 01-0.952E 01
0-230E 01 0.806E 00 0.190E 00-0.497E 01-C.956E 01
0.232E 01 0.808E 00 0.I84E 00-0.499E 01-0.959E 01
0.234E 01 0.809E 00 0.I79E 00-0.500E 01-0.963E 01
0.236E 01 0.810E 00 0.173E 00-0.502E 01-0.966E 01
0.238E 01 0.812E 00 0.I68E 00-0.503E 01-0.969E 01
0.240E 01 0.813E 00 0.162E 00-0.504E 01-C.973E 01
0.242E 01 0.814E 00 0.157E 00-0.506E 01-0.976E 01
0.244E 01 0.815E 00 0.152E 00-0.507E 01-0.980E 01
0.246E 01 0.816E 00 0.147E 00-0.509E 01-0.983E 01
0.248E 01 0.817E 00 0.141E 00-0.51CE 01-0.987E 01
0.250E 01 0.818E 00 0.136E 00-0.512E 01-C.990E 01
0.252E 01 0.819E 00 0.131E 00-0.513E 01-0.994E 01
0.254E 01 0.820E 00 0.126E 00-0.515E 01-C.998E 01
0.256E 01 0.821E 00 0.121E 00-0.516E 01-0.lOOE 02
0.258E 01 0.822E 00 0.116E 00-0.518E Ol-C.IOOE 02
0.260E 01 0.823E CO O.lllE 00-0.519E Ol-C.IOIE 02
0.262E 01 0.824E 00 0.106E 00-0.52 IE 01-0.ICIE 02
0.264E 01 0.824E 00 O.IOIE 00-0,522E 01-0.102Ê 02
3.266E 01 0.825E 00 0.960E-01-0.524E 01-0.1C2E 02
0.268E 01 C.826E CO 0.912E-01-0.52 5E 01-C.1G2E 02
STARTING TRAJECTORIES IN 
THË MODIFIED t IMIî d oMa IK
0.270E 01 C. 826E 00 0.863E-01-0.52 7E 01-C.1C3E 02
0.272E 01 0.827E CO 0.815E-01-0.528E 01-C.1C3E 02
0.274E 01 0.828E 00 0.768E-01-C.530E 01-0.103E 02
0.276E 01 0.828E 00 0.721E-01-0.531E 01-C.1C4E 02
0.278E 01 0.829E 00 0.674E-01-0.533E 01-C.1C4E 02
0.28CE 01 0.829E CO 0.627E-01-0.534E 01-C.1C5E 02
0.282E 01 0.830E 00 0.581E-01-0.536E 01-0.1C5E 02
0.284E 01 0.830E 00 0.535E-01-0.537E 01-0.105E 02
0.286E 01 0.830E 00 0.490E-01-0.539E 01-C.106E 02
0.288E 01 0.831E 00 0.444E-01-0.540E 01-0.106E 02
0.290E 01 0.831E 00 0.399E-01-0.542E 01-0.106E 02
0.292E 01 0.831E 00 0.355E-01-0.544E 01-C.1C7E 02
0.294E 01 0.832E 00 0.311E-01-0.545E 01-0.1G7E 02
3.296E 01 0.832E 00 0.267E-01-0.547E 01-C.108E 02
0.298E 01 0.832E 00 0.223E-01-0.548E 01-0.108E 02
0.300E 01 0.545E 00 0.303E 00-0,356E 01-0.630E 01
STARTING TRAJECTORIES IN 
THE-mpTFItD ’rîMË D O M m




-0.201E C1-G.263E 01 0.498E 01 0.0 -0.20IE 01
0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.263E 01-0.250E 01
0.200E--01 0.189E--02 0.379E--01-0.268E 01-0.252E 01
0.400E-01 0.692E-02 0.726E--01-0.273E 01-0.255E 01
0.600E--01 0.149E--01 0.104E 00-C.278E 01-0.257E 01
0.800E--01 0.255E--01 0.133E 00-0.283E 01-0.259E 01
O.IOOE CO 0.385E-01 0.159E 00-0.288E 01-0.261E 01
0.120E 00 0.538E-0I 0.183E 00-0.294E C1-0.262E 01
0.140E 00 0.711E-01 0.205E 00-0.299E 01-0.264E 01
0.160E 00 G.903E--01 0.224E 00-0.305E 01-C.266E 01
0.180E 00 C.lllE 00 0.241E 00-0.310E 01-C.267E 01
0.200E 00 0.134E 00 0.257E 00-0.316E 01-0.268E 01
0.220E 00 0.157E 00 0.270E 0C-0.322E 01-C.269E 01
0.240E 00 0.182E 00 0.282E 00-0.327E 01-0.270E 01
0.260E 00 0.208E 00 0.293E 00-0.333E 01-0.271E 01
0.280E 00 0.235E 00 0.302E 00-0.339E 01-0.271E 01
0.300E 00 0.263E 00 0.310E 00-0.345E 01-0.272E 01
0.320E 00 0.292E 00 0.316B 00-0.351E 01-C.272E 01
0.340E 00 0.321E 00 0.322E 00-0.357E 01-0.271E 01
0.360E 00 0.351E 00 0.326E 00-0.363E 01-0.271E 01
0.380E 00 0.382E CO 0.329E 00-0.370E 01-C.270E 01
0.400E 00 0.412E 00 0.332E 00-0.376E 01-0.269E 01
0.420E 00 0.444E 00 0.333E 00-0.382E 01-0.268E 01
0.440E 00 0.475E 00 0.334E 00-0.389E 01-0.266E 01
0.460E 00 0.506E 00 0.334E 00-0.395E 01-0,264E 01
0.480E 00 0.538E 00 0.334E 00-0.402E 01-0.262E 01
0.500E 00 0.570E 00 0.333E 00-0.408E 01-0.259E 01
0.520E 00 0.602E 00 0.331E 00-0.415E 01-0.256E 01
0.540E 00 0.633E 00 0.329E 00-0.421E 01-C.253E 01
0.560E 00 0.665E 00 0.326E 00-0.428E 01-C.249E 01
0.580E 00 0.696F 00 0.323E 00-0.435E 01-C.244E 01
0.600E 00 0.728E no 0.320E 00-0.442E 01-C.24CE 01
0.620E 00 0.759E 00 0.316E 00-0.448E 01-0.234E 01
0.640E 00 0.79CE 00 0.312E 00-0.455E 01-0.228E 01
TRAJECTORIES IN THE MODIFIED
0.660E 00 C.820E 00 0.308E 00-0.462E 01-0.222E 01
0.680E 00 0.851E CO 0.303E 00-0.469E 01-C.215E 01
0.700E 00 0.881E 00 0.298E 0C-0.476E 01-C.2C7E 01
0.720E 00 0.911E 00 0.293E 00-0.483E 01-0.199E 01
0.740E 00 C.940E 00 0.288E 00-0.490E 01-0.190E 01
0.760E 00 0.969E 00 0.283E 00-0.497E 01-0.181E 01
0.780E 00 0.998E 00 0.277E 00-0.503E 01-C.171E 01
0.800E 00 0.103E 01 0.272E 00-0.510E 01-0.160E 01
0.820E 00 0.105E 01 0.266E 00-0.517E 01-0.148E 01
0.840E 00 0.108E 01 0.260E 00-0.524E 01-0.135E 01
0.860E 00 O.lllE 01 0.255E 00-0.53 IE 01-0.122E 01
0.880E 00 0.113E 01 0.249E 00-0.538E 01-0.107E 01
0.900E 00 0.116E 01 0.243E 00-0.545E 01-0.919E 00
0.920E 00 0.119E 01 0.237E 00-0.552E 01-0.757E 00
0.940E 00 0.121E 01 0.231E 00-0.558E 01-0.584E 00
0.960E 00 0.124E 01 0.225E 00-0.565E 01-0.4G0E 00
0.980E 00 0.126E 01 0.219E 00-0.572E 01-0.206E 00
O.IOOE 01 0.7-29E 01 0.213E 00-0.578E 01-0.153E- 04
0.102E 01 0.129E 01 0.213E 00-0.578E 01-0.153E-•04
0.104E 01 0.129E 01 0.213E 00-0.578E 01-0.153E-04
0.106E 01 0.129E 01 0.213E 00-0.578E 01-0.153E-•04
O.IOBE 01 0.129E 01 0.213E 00-0.578E 01-0.153E-•04
O.llOE 01 0.129E 01 0.213E 00-0.578E 01-0.153E-•04
0.112E 01 0.129E 01 0.213E 00-0.578E 01-0.153E-04
0.114E 01 0.129E 01 0.213E 00-0.578E 01-0.153E-•04
0.1I6E 01 0.129E 01 0.213E 00-0.578E 01-0.153E- 04
0.118E 01 0.129E 01 0.213E 00-0.578E 01-G.153E-•04
0.120E 01 0.129E 01 0.213E 00-0.578E 01-0.153E-04
0.122E 01 0.129E 01 0.213E 00-0.578E 01-C.153E-•04
0.124E 01 0.129E 01 0.213E 00-0.578E 01-0.153E-•04
0.126E 01 0.129E 01 0.213E 00-0.578E 01-C.153E-■04
0.128E 01 0.129E 01 0.213E 00-0.578E 01-C.153E-■04
0.13CE 01 0.129E 01 0.213E 00-0.578E 01-0.153E-■04
0.132E 01 0.129E 01 0.213E 00-0.578E 01-C.153E-04
0.134E 01 0.129E 01 0.213E 00-0.578E 01-C.153E-04
TRAJECTORIES IN THE MODIFIED
time dôJviaïn after 1 iteration
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8 0.383E 01 0.0 
XI X2
0.0 0.0 
■01 0.II5E-C2 0.295E- 
■01 0.447E-02 0.568E- 
•CI 0.98IE-02 0.82IE- 
•01 0.I70E-0I 0.I05E 
00 0.259E-0I 0.I27E 
00 0.364E-01 0.146E 
00 0.484E-0I C.165E 
00 0.6I6E-01 0.I8IE 
00 0.761E-01 0.I96E 
00 0.9I7E-0I 0.2I0E 
00 0.I08E 00 0.223E 
00 0.I26E 00 0.234E 
00 0.I44E 00 0.244E 
00 0.163E 00 0.253E 
00 0.I83E 00 0.262E 
00 0.203E 00 0.269E 
00 0.224E 00 0.276E 
00 0.246E 00 0.28IE 
00 0.267E 00 0.286E 
00 0.290E 00 0.29IE 
00 0.3I2E 00 0.294E 
00 0.335E CO 0.297E 
00 0.358E 00 0.300E 
00 0.38IE 00 0.302E 
00 0.404E 00 0.303E 
00 0.427E 00 0.304E 
00 0.450E 00 0.305E 
00 0.474E CO 0.305E 
00 0.497E 00 0.305E 
00 0.521E 00 0.304E 
00 0.544E 00 0.304E 








































































TRAJECTORIES IN THE MODIFIED 
TI51Ë' DOMAIN APOT"TnE"L-AST' ' 
ÏÏËRÀTÏON
0.A60E 00 0.590E 00 0.301E 00-0.349E 01-0.271E 01
0.680E 00 0.613E 00 0.3 COE C0-0.353E 01-C.265E 01
C.700E 00 0.636E 00 0.298E 00-0.357E 01-0.257E 01
0.72OE 00 0.659E 00 0.29AE 00-0.361E 01-0.249E 01
0.740E 00 0.682E GO 0.293E 00-0.365E 01-C.240E 01
0.760E 00 0.704E 00 0.291E 00-0.369E 01-0.230E 01
0.780E 00 0.726E 00 0.289E 00-0.372E 01-0.219E 01
0.800E 00 0.748E 00 0.286E 00-0.375E 01-0.2C7E 01
0.820E 00 0.770E 00 0.283E 00-0.379E 01-0.193E 01
0.840E 00 0.792E 00 0.280E 00-0.381E 01-0.178E 01
0.860E 00 0.813E 00 0.277E 00-0.384E 01-0.162E 01
0.880E 00 0.834E 00 0.274E 00-0.386E 01-0.144E 01
0.900E 00 0.855E 00 0.271E 00-0.388E 01-0.125E 01
0.920E 00 0.876E 00 0.268E 00-0.390E 01-0.104E 01
0.940E 00 0.896E 00 0.264E 00-0.392E 01-C.807E 00
0.960E 00 0.916E 00 0.261E 00-0.393E 01-0.559E 00
0.980E 00 0.936E 00 0.258E 00-0.393E 01-0.291E 00
O.IOOE 01 0.956E 00 0.254E 00-0.393E 01-0.114E-•03
0.102E 01 0.956E 00 0.254E 00-0.393E 01-0.114E-03
0.104E 01 0.956E 00 0.2 54E 00-0.393E 01-0.114E- 03
0.106E 01 0.956E 00 0.254E 00-0.393E 01-C.114E-03
0.108E 01 0.956E 00 0.254E 00-0.393E 01-C.114E-03
O.llOE 01 0.956E 00 0.254E 00-0.393É 01-0.114E-•03
0.I12E 01 0.956E 00 0.254E 00-0.393E 01-C.114E-•03
0.I14E 01 0.956E 00 0.254E 00-0.393E 01-0.114E-•03
0.II6E 01 0.956E 00 0.254E 00-0.393E 01-C.114E- 03
0.118E 01 0.956E 00 0.2 54E 00-0.393E 01-0.114E-•03
0.120E 01 0.956E 00 0.254E 00-0.393E 01-0.114E-03
0.122E 01 0.956E 00 0.254E 00-0.393E 01-0.114E-■0 3
0.124E 01 0.956E 00 0.254E 00-0.393E 01-C.114E- 03
0.I26E 01 0.956E 00 0.254E 00-0.393E 01-0.114E- 03
0.128E 01 0.956E 00 0.254E 00-0.393E 01-0.114E- 03
D.I30E 01 0.956E 00 0.254E 00-0.393E 01-0.114E- 03
0.I32E 01 0.956E CO 0.254E 00-0.393E 01-0.114E-•03
3.I34E 01 0.956E 00 0.254E 00-0.393E 01-C.114E- 03
TRAJECTORIES IN THE MODIFIED 
T i m  DOmiN AFTER THE LAÈT ITERATION- - - - - - - - - - - -
3.136E 01 0.956E 00 0.254E 00-0.393E 01-0.114E-03
0.I38E 01 0.956E 00 0.254E 00-0.393E 01-0.114E-03
0.I40E 01 0.956E 00 0.254E 00-0.393E ÜI-0.I14E-03
0*142E 01 0.956E oc 0.254E 00-0.393E 01-0.114E-03
0.144E 01 C.956E 00 0.254E 00-0.393E 01-C.114E-03
0.146E 01 0.956E 00 0.254E 00-0.393E 01-0.114E-03
0.148E 01 0.956E oo 0.254F 00-0.393E 01-0.114E-03
0.150E 01 0.956E 00 0.254E 00-0.393E 01-0.114E-03
0.152E 01 0.956E 00 0.254E 00-0.393E 01-0.114E-03
0.154E 01 0.956Ê 00 0.254E 00-0.393E 01-0.I14E-03
0.156E 01 0.956E 00 0.254E 00-0.393E 01-0.114E-03
0.158E 01 0.956E 00 0.254E 00-0.393E 01-0.114E-03
0.160E 01 0.956E 00 0.254E 00-0.393E 01-0.114E-03
0.162E 01 0.956E 00 0.2 54E 00-0.393E 01-0.114E-03
0.I64E 01 0.956E 00 0.254E 00-0.393E 01-C.114E-03
0.166E 01 0.956E 00 0.254E 00-0.393E 01-0.114E-03
0.168E 01 0.956E 00 0.254E 00-0.393E 01-0.114E-03
0.I70E 01 0.956E 00 0.254E 00-0.393E 01-0.114E-03
0.172E 01 0.956E 00 0.254E 00-0.393E 01-0.114E-03
0.174E 01 0.956E 00 0.254E 00-0.393E 01-0.114E-03
0.176E 01 0.956E 00 0.254E 00-0.393E 01-C.114E-03
0.178E 01 0.956E 00 0.254E 00-0.393E 01-C.114E-03
0.180E 01 0.956E 00 0.254E 00-0.393E 01-0.114E-03
0.182E 01 0.956E 00 0.2 54E 00-0.393E 01-0.114E-03
0.184E 01 0,956E oo 0.2 54E 00-0.393E 01-0.114E-03
0.186E 01 0.956E 00 0.254E 00-0.393E 01-0.114E-03
0.188E 01 C.956E 00 0.254E 00-0.393E 01-0.114E-03
0.190E 01 0.956E 00 0.254E 00-0.393E 01-C.114E-03
C.192E 01 0.956E 00 0.254E 00-0.393E 01-0.114E-03
0.I94E 01 0.956E 00 0.254E 00-0.393E 01-0.114E-03
0.I96E 01 0.956E 00 0.254E 00-0.393E 01-C.114E-03
0.198E 01 0.956E 00 0.254E 00-0.393E C1-0.114E-03
C.200E 01 0.956E 00 0.254E 00-0.393E 01-C.114E-03
0.202E 01 0.958E CO 0.254F 00-0.393E Cl 0.284E-01
D.204E 01 0.959E 00 0.248E OC-0.393E 01 0.571E-01
TRAJECTORIES IN THE MODIFIED 
TIME DOMAIN AFTER THE LAST 
ITERATION
0.206E Cl 0.961E CO 0.242E 00-0.393E 01 G.861E-“01
0.208E 01 0.963E 00 0.236E 00-0.393E Cl 0.115E 00
0.210E 01 0.965E CO 0.230F 00-0.393E 01 0.145E 00
0.212E 01 0.966E 00 0.224E 00-0.393E 01 0.174E 00
0.214E 01 0.968E 00 0.218E 00-0.393E 01 C.2C4E 00
0.216E 01 0.969B 00 0.212E 00-0.393E 01 0.234E 00
0.218E 01 0.971E 00 0.206E 00-0.393E 01 0.264F 00
0.220E 01 0.972E 00 0.200E 00-0.393E 01 C.295F 00
0.222E 01 0.974E 00 0.195E 00-0.393E 01 0.325E 00
3.224E 01 0.975E 00 0.189E 00-0.393E 01 0.356E 00
0.226E 01 0.977E 00 0.183E 00-0.393E 01 C.387E 00
0.228E 01 0.978E 00 0.178E 00-0.393E 01 C.419E 00
0.230E 01 0.979E 00 0.172E 00-0.393E 01 C.450E 00
0.232E 01 0.980E 00 0.167E 00-0.393E 01 0.482E 00
0.234E 01 0.982E 00 0.161E 00-0.393E 01 0.514E 00
0.236E 01 0.983E 00 0.156E 00-0.393E 01 C.546E 00
0.238E 01 0.984E 00 0.150E 00-0.393E 01 0.578E 00
0.240E 01 0.985E 00 0.145E 00-0.393E 01 0.611E 00
0.242E 01 0.986E 00 0.140E 00-0.393E 01 0.644E 00
0.244E 01 0.987E 00 0.134E 00-0.392E 01 0.677E 00
0.246E 01 0.988E 00 0.129E 00-0.392E 01 0.710E 00
0.248E 01 0.989E 00 0.124E 00-0.392E 01 0.744E 00
3.250E 01 0.990E 00 0.119E 00-0.392E 01 0.778E 00
0.252E 01 0.990E 00 0.113E 00-0.392E 01 0.812E 00
0.254E 01 0.991E 00 0.108E 00-0.392E 01 0.846E 00
0.256E 01 0.992E 00 0.103E 00-0.392E 01 C.881E 00
0.258E 01 0.993E 00 0.982E-01-0.392E 01 0.916E 00
0.26CE 01 0.993E 00 0.932E-•01-0.391E 01 0.951E 00
0.262E 01 0.994E 00 0.882E- 01-0.391E 01 0.986E 00
0.264E 01 0.995E 00 0.833E- 01-0.391E 01 C.102E 01
0.266E 01 0.995E 00 0.784E- 01-0.391E 01 C.1C6E 01
0.268E 01 0.996E 00 0.735E-•G1-0.391E 01 0.1C9E 01
0.27CE 01 C.996E 00 0.687E- 01-0.391E Cl C.113E 01
0.272E 01 0.997E 00 0.638E- 01-0.391E 01 0.117E 01
0.274E 01 0.997E 00 0.59IE- 01-G.390E Cl C.120E 01
TRAJECTORIES IN THE MODIFIED TlKlt DOMAIN AFTER THE LASTITERATION- - - - - - - - - - - -
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Output for Above Input Data
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cc SET Fi;NCTie\ EVALUATI3N CRUKTER TP 7.ER0 AND SPECIFY C O N S T A N T S
FEV = 0
EPS I = .ÜUOüOÜOOOOOOl
C






















3 F9RMAT(24H FUNCTI8N EVAI.UATI9NS « 110)
4 F9RMAT(15H BASE P0INTS » 110)
? F0RMAT(23H FINAL C0ST FUNCTIBN = E10.3)
6 FPRN'ATdSH ST9PPING P9INT = 5Flh.6)
8 FDR^'ATdHÏ)
10 F9RMATd4H DIMENSIONS » 15)
11 c-PRIATdSH STARTING P9INT » 5F15.6)
Il
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SJB<:?JTIn E EVAL
C T4I? -UJ-^^gUTINE EVALUATES The C0ST FUNCTION FOR SUBRSUTJNES
C PATRN a n d PTRB USING ANALYTICAL TRAJECTORIES OF THE SEC0ND-9RDER
C DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION D2X/DT2 + OX/DT + AA*X = AA»N FOR AA .NF.,?t
C
C9MH0NBl>B2,8>NiCliC2jD/EPSI>FEV,W,TiTMljTT>P*AA
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APPENDIX F
Analog Computer Flowplan 
and ~
Associated Hybrid Computer Programs
Analog Flowplan 





Input Data for Control of Third-Order 
System with Dead Time
Pot Settings for Above Input Data
Analog Plot From Above Settings
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c THIS 4Y )RIJ ^SQCiRAM CALCULATES PfiT SETTINGS AND GAINS AND SFTS
C P4TS ON THE a n a l o g  C0MPUTEP. IT ALSO READS DATA FROM THE









C DEFINITION 0F INPUT VARIABLES
C
C N » n u m b e r  0F p r o b l e m s * n o t e  t h a t  p o t s  w i l l  be s e t FOR t h e
C LAST PROBLEM 0NLY.
C Bl COEFFICIENT OF DX/DT FOR SECOND-ORDER SYSTEM
C COEFFICIENT OF D2X/DT2 FOR THIRD-ORDER SYSTEM
C BP » COEFFICIENT OF X FOR SECOND-ORDER SYSTEM
C COEFFICIENT OF DX/DT FOR THIRD-ORDER SYSTEM
C B3 * COEFFICIENT OF X FOR THIRD-ORDER SYSTEM
C PM » m a x i m u m  v a l u e  OF THE CONTROLLED VARIABLE
C TM » m a x i m u m  v a l u e  OF TIME
C TSl « TIME OF FIRST SWITCH
C TS2 > TIME OF SECOND SWITCH
C MDT = MODEL DEAD TIME
C RUN = RUN n u m b e r
C M »  FORCING FUNCTION MULTIPLIER 
C DT = s y s t e m  DEAD TIME
C Kl = 1  CAUSES THE PROGRAM TO SKIP THE POT CALCULATIONS AND
C POT SETTING OPERATIONS AND GO DIRECTLY TO READ DATA
C ORD * ORDER OF THE SYSTEM
C
C INITIALIZE SENSE LINE
SS=TRSL(1)
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APPENDIX G
Computer Progr^ for Simulation and 





Input Data for System Time-Optimal 
Trajectory in Figure V-2
Output for Above Input Data
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a
THI? P R - jo R A M  IS USED T6 SM U L A T E  AND CONTRBL LINEAR SYSTEMS 9^ 
eRDER UP T9 reUR. FIVE C9NTR9L MODES ARE PROVIDED. SEE 
DEFINITION 9F DA(12) BELOW. A F9URTH-0RDER RUN3A-KJTTA SCHEME 
IS L'SED TO i n t e g r a t e  THE DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS.
d e f i n i t i o n  o f i n p u t VARIABLES
K(3) - NUMBER OF PROBLEMS IN THE DATA SET
DA(l) = c o e f f i c i e n t  OF OX/DT FOR SECOND-ORDER SYSTEM 
COEFFICIENT OF D2X/DT2 FOR THIRD-ORDER SYSTEM 
c o e f f i c i e n t  of 03X/DT3 FOR FOURTH-ORDER SYSTEM 
DA(2) » c o e f f i c i e n t  OF X FOR SECOND-ORDER SYSTEM
c o e f f i c i e n t  OF DX/DT FOR THIRD-ORDER SYSTEM 
c o e f f i c i e n t  of 02X/DTH FOR FOURTH-ORDER SYSTEM 
DA(3) • TIME OF FIRST SWITCH
DA (4) ■ TIME OF SECOND SWITCH IF THERE ARE THREE
DA (F ) * TIME OF LAST SWITCH
D A (6) » COEFFICIENT OF X FOR THIRD-ORDER SYSTEM
COEFFICIENT OF DX/DT FOR FOURTH-ORDER SYSTEM 
DA(7) « INITIAL FORCING FUNCTION 
D A (g ) s s e c o n d  FORCING FUNCTION
D A O )  - FRACTION OF CHANGE COMPLETE AT FIRST SWITCH 
0A(10)« FINAL VALUE OF THE CONTROLLED VARIABLE 
D A ( 1 D *  d i v i d e  by t h i s  CONSTANT FQR REAL TIME 
DA(12)= 1 CAUSES PROPORTIONAL CONTROL
= 2 CAUSES BANG-BANQ CONTROL WITH SWITCHES AT PRECALCULATED 
TIMES
= 3 CAUSES BANG-BANG CONTROL WITH INITIAL SWITCH AT
SPECIFIED FRACTION OF CHANGE COMPLETED. THE SECOND 
SWITCH OCCURS WHEN OX/DT * 0.
= 4 CAUSES t i m e -o p t i m a l  CONTROL BY THE MODELING TIME- 
OPTIMAL CONTROLLER 
= 5 CAUSES A SIMPLE STEP CHANGE 
D A (13)» NOT USED
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Ll {J) = L K  I )
TXD( J)“TXL)( I )
U( J) ='J( I )
I F O A ( 2 ü ) «NE.O» )U( J)»U< J)/DA(20)
23 D(J)»T(I)/DA(11)
C
C PL0T X VS T a n d  t h e F 0 R C I N Ü  FÜNCTI0N VS I 0N THE 0N-LINE PL0TTER
CALL PLTSCT(0,A,DfU,99,-99,0,
136H TIME-OPTIMAL C0NTR0L 
2i36H t i m e
3i36H P a n d  U )
C
C DATA F0K’ PLOTTING THE SWITCHING CURVE
Bl( 1)»«5 
B K  ?)*‘666 
B K  3)*.675 
B K  4) = .689 
B K  5)»*719 
B K  6)«-731 
B K  7)».748 
B K  8)».775 
B K  9) = .785 
91(10)=.796 
B K 1 1 )  = .811 
81(12)=.829 
B K  13) = *3b4 
B1 ( 14) = .389 
PK 1 5 )  = .‘̂42 
B K 1 6 )  = .956
B K  17) 



















































3 , 3 6 h  T X DX/DT )
ncl CONTINUECONTINUE
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APPENDIX H
Computer Program for Simulation and Control 





Input Data for Figure VI-5, 
Output for Above Input Data
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c I\'iriAL VALUE" S8LUTI8N T0 O P P E L ' S  CSTR
C m s  PRSoRA'^ SIMULATES AND C8NTRfiL.S A C9NTINU9US ST!RRED-TA\i<
C REACTOR. FOUR M9ÜES OF CONTROL ARE PROVIDED. SEE DEFINITION
C OF INPUT VARIABLES BELOW.
C
C DEFINITION OF INPUT VARIABLES
C
C KM a n u m b e r  OF PROBLEMS IN DATA SET
C MDE ■ MODES OF CONTROL
C 1 CAUSES STEP CHANü£
C 2 CAUSES BANG.BANG CONTROL USING PRECALCULATED
C SWITCHING t i m e s
c 3 Causes proportional controlc 4 CAUSES BANG-BANG CONTROL BY MODELING TIME-OPTIMALc c o n t r o l l e r
C PROS * PROBLEM NUMBER
C B( 1) « FREQUENCY FACTOR, 1/SEC,
C B( 2) » a c t i v a t i o n  ENERGY, CAL./MOLE
C B( 3) « GAS CONSTANT, CAL/MOLE/DEG F
C B( 4) a r e a c t o r  VOLUME/ CC
C B( S) » FEED c o n c e n t r a t i o n , MOLE/CC
C B( 6) - FEED RATE/ CC/SEC
C B( 7) a FEED DENSITY/ QRAMS/CC
C B( 3) a f e e d  HEAT CAPACITY/ CAL/GRAM/DE3 F
C 8( P) - FEED INLET TEMPERATURE, DEG K
C 6(10) a e x o t h e r m i c  h e a t  OF REACTION, CAL/MOLE
C B(ll) = UA, OVERALL HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT TIMES AREA OF
C COOLING COIL.
C B(l?) = INLET COOLANT TEMPERATURE, DEG K
C 8(13) = COOLING COIL VOLUME, CC
C 8(14) a COOLANT DENSITY, GRAm S/CC
C 8(15) a COOLANT HEAT CAPACITY, CAL/GRAM/DEG <
C 8(16) a COOLANT FLOW RATE, CC/SEC
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59.90 0.9964 0.000118 7 464.982 43 4,774 7.18 4.34 0, 1000060.90 G.9994 0. 0001183 464. 997 432.360 4,34 4.34 0. 10000
61.90 1.0011 0.0001180 465,006 432.311 4.34 4.34 0. 10000
62.90 1.0022 0.0001178 465,011 432.273 4.34 4.34 0. 10000
63.90 1.0C30 0.C00H77 46 5,015 432.243 4.34 4.34 0, 10000
64.90 1.0035 0.0001176 465.017 432.219 4.34 4.34 0. 10000
73.10 1.0040 0,0001175 465.020 432. 145 4.34 4.34 1. ooocc
83.10 1.0033 0,0001175 465.016 432,130 4,34 4.34 1.00000
93.10 1.0025 0,0001176 465.013 432, 125 4.34 4.34 1. 00000
103.10 1.0019 0,0001176 46 5,009 432,123 4.34 4.34 1.00000
113.10 1.0013 0.0001176 465.006 432.120 4.34 4.34 1.00000
123.10 1.0008 0.0001176 465,004 432.118 4.34 4.34 1.00000
133.10 1.0003 0.0001176 465,002 432. 115 4.34 4.34 1.00000
143.10 1.0000 0.0001177 465.000 432.114 4.34 4.34 1.00000
153.10 0.9996 0.000117 7 464,998 432.113 4.34 4.34 1.00000
163.10 0.9993 0.0001177 464,997 432. 112 4.34 4.34 1,00000
173.10 0.9991 0.0001177 464, 995 432.110 4.34 4.34 1,00000
183.10 0.9989 0. 0001177 464,994 432.110 4.34 4,34 1,00000
193.10 0.9987 0.0001177 464, 994 432.109 4.34 4,34 1.00000
203.10 0.9985 0.0001177 464,993 432.108 4,34 4,34 1,00000
213.10 0.9984 0, 000117 7 464,992 432.108 4,34 4,34 1,00000
223.10 0.9983 0.0001177 464,991 432,107 4,34 4,34 1.00000
233.10 0,9982 0.0001177 464,991 432,107 4,34 4,34 1.00000
243.10 0.9981 0.0001177 464,990 432.106 4,34 4,34 1.00000
253. 10 0,9980 0.0001177 464,990 432.106 4.34 4.34 1.00000
263.10 0.9979 0.0001177 464,990 432.106 4.34 4.34 1.00000
273.10 0.9979 0.0001177 464.989 432.105 4.34 4.34 1,00000
283.10 0.9978 0.0001177 464, 989 432. 105 4.34 4.34 1,00000
293.10 0.9978 0.0001177 464,989 432.105 4.34 4.34 1.00000
303.10 0,9977 0.0001177 464.989 432.105 4.34 4.34 1,00000
313.10 0.9977 O.OOC117 8 4 6 4,988 432. 105 4.34 4.34 1.00000
323.10 0.9977 0.0001178 464.988 432.105 4.34 4,34 1.00000
333.10 0.9976 0.0001178 464.988 432.104 4.34 4.34 l.OÜOCO
343.10 0.9976 0.0001178 464,988 432.104 4,34 4,34 l. cooco
353.10 0.9976 0,0001178 464,988 432.104 4.34 4.34 1.0 000c
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o o o o o
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APPENDIX I
Computer Program to Plot Figures on Calcomp Plotter 
Main Program
Input Data for Figure III-2



































RHGWAM PL0TS GRAPHS THE CALC0HP PLglTER ER?P DATA READ
tards
HAT AS IT IS N0W PROGRAMMED THE CALCBM^ PL9TTER D9ES NOT 
lo g a r i t h m i c axes C9RKECTLT IF THE STARTING P6INT IS NOT 
R 9F TEN' IT WILL HE 0FF BY ONE P9WER OF TEN. FgR INSTANCE
SCALE STARTS AT .2, *2 WILL BE LABELED ?..
EFINIT I BN BF INPUT VARIABLES
n u mb e r 8F PRBBLEMS IN THE DATA SET 
TOTAL NUMBER 9F DATA P9INTS 
n u mb e r 8F CURVES TO BE PLOTTED
-1 CAUSES SEMI-LBG PLOT WITH X BEING THE LOG AXIS
Ü CAUSES L8G-L0G PL8T
1 CAUSES SEMI-L0G PL0T WITH Y BEING THE LOG AXIS
2 CAUSES LINEAR PL8T
1 CAUSES READING OF SHORT DATA SET 
» NUMBER 8F POINTS 8N THE ITH CURVE
^  F8RCES PEN AGAINST LIMIT SWITCH
> MOVES PEN ACROSS PAPER 0(5) INCHES AND SETS ITS ) ORIGIN THERE 
1', PARAMETER IN UNUSED DO LOOP 
1'/ PARAMETER IN UNUSED DO LOOP 
minimum VALUE ON THE X AXIX 
increment ON X AXIS, VALUE PER 
MINIMUM VALUE ON Y AXIS,
INCREMENT 8N THE Y AXIS, VALUE PER INCH
INCH
 } STARTING C90RDINATES FOR THE Y AXIS OF CHARACTERS IN ORDINATE LABEL, + = CLOCKWISE 
Y AXIS l e n g t h, inches


































Y AXIS ANGLE, DEGREES
}■ STARTING Co o rd i n a te s for he ader (Ti t l e) 
h e ad e r h e i g h t, INCHES 
h e ad e r a n g l e, DEGREES 
N9. BF c h a r a c t e r s IN HEADER
3  STARTING CBBRDINATES FOR X AXIS 
NO. BF CHARACTERS IN ABSCISA, - « C9UNTERCL9CKWI SE 
X AXIS LENGTH, INCHES 
X AXIS a n g l e , DEGREES}!}
MOVE T9 TOP BF Y AXIS VITH PEN UP
DRAW TOP BF RECTANGLE
DRAW RHS BF RECTANGLE
MOVE PEN TO s t ar t i n g P0INT BF NEXT PL8T, WITH ^EN UP
REPEAT CYCLE, 1 MEANS USE EVERY POINT
1 PLACES A SYMBOL AT EVERY POINT
0 PLACES NO SYMBOLS
SPECIFIES type OF SYMB9L
l abel for X AXIS
la bel for Y AXIS
title
DATA point value ALONG THE X AXIS
DATA POINT VALUE ALONG THE Y AXIS
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APPENDIX J
Simulation of the Continuous Stirred-Tank Reactor
Reproduced w ith perm ission o f the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout permission.
Simulation of the CSTR 
Mass balance on the reactor assuming perfect mixing:
^  = FCo - FC - VkC
V = Material volume; 1000 cc
C = Concentration of component A at the 
reactor outlet; mol/cc
Co = Concentration of component A at the 
reactor inlet; 6.5 x 10-3 mole/cc
F = Feed rate; 10 cc/sec
k = Anhenius reaction rate constant; sec'l 
= ko exp pY 
ko = Frequency factor; 7.86 x 10^2 sec"^
E = Activation energy; 28,000 cal/mol 
R = Gas constant; 1.9 87 cal/mol °K 
T = Reactor temperature; °K
Energy balance on the reactor assuming constant physical 
properties and no heat transfer to the surroundings
Vpo dT . ppp (Tp - T, - AHVkC -
where
p » Material density; 1 gm/cc 
o = Material heat capacity; 1 cal/gm ®K
Reproduced with perm ission o f the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout permission.
Tq = Feed temperature; 350°K
-AH = Exothermic heat of reaction; 27,000 cal/mol
UA = Overall heat transfer coefficient times 
cooling coil area; 7 cal/sec oK
Tco = Inlet coolant temperature; 30 0°K 
Energy balance on cooling coil
where
Vc = coil volume; 100 cc
Pc = coolant density; 1 gm/cc
oc = coolant heat capacity; 1 cal/gm °K
F(. = coolant flow rate; cc/sec.
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